Chapter 7: Khnumenti — G 2374

The mastaba was excavated by the Harvard–Boston Expedition on November 16, again on November 28 to 29, and on December 6 of 1912. Shaft A was cleared on January 16–27, 1913. Shaft G 2374 A, the probable burial place of Khnumenti, was cleared between December 10 and 12, 1911.

As previously mentioned, G 2374 was inserted between the north side of G 2370 and the south side of G 2375, 2376, 2377, and 2378 (pl. 44a), and was probably the next mastaba built in the Senejemib Complex after that of Senejemib Mehi (G 2378). Two walls were constructed closing off the resultant east–west corridor, one on the west and the other on the east with a doorway opening into the court. Even though the exterior north wall of G 2370, which was constructed of great blocks of grey nummulitic limestone, was dressed flat in Rooms I and II of G 2374 to take the reliefs, Reisner still classified the mastaba as his type VIII a(3), with retaining walls of white limestone backed by nummulitic blocks of grey stone. The type (7d) chapel is entered from the east at the south end of its east–west wall and consists of a north–south anteroom (I) connected by an east–west vestibule (II) with an east–west offering room (III). The mastaba measures 4.1 (east)–3.6 (west) by 18.5 m. The proportion of the length of the mastaba to the width is 0.22. The total area is 71.5 sq. m, while the total floor area of Rooms I–III is 39.03 sq. m. The relation of the floor area of the chapel to the area of the mastaba is 1:3.98. The height on the east is 3.05 m and on the west 3.43 m.

The roof of G 2374 entirely disappeared, but the ceiling in Room II apparently consisted of slabs bedded in the south side wall. A groove in the south wall of the room (pl. 88b, c) is well preserved. Its bottom is located at the top of the decorated wall surface at a height of 2.83 m from the preserved pavement and its top at 3.53 m above the floor. It is thus 0.7 m in height, while its depth is 0.6 m. This seems rather shallow to hold the ends of the ceiling slabs, but it is difficult to imagine what else the groove might represent, especially as there is no interior wall on the south side of the room on which the slabs might rest. Room II is only 1.05 m wide, and limestone ceiling slabs in the tombs of Ni-ka-ankh and Ka-pa-tiu at Saqqara spanned comparable distances of 1.44 m (fl.) and 2.0 (fl. it's fl.) respectively.

Resting at present on the top of the south wall of G 2374 between Rooms I and II is a large block with a right-angle cut in its surface (pl. 88a, c). It seems very likely that this block is out of place, for if it is moved 40 cm or so to the left, it would be in a position to form the southwest corner of Room II. The top of the right-angled cut is located at 3.45 m above the preserved pavement at the foot of the south wall. The ceiling of Room I therefore seems to have been somewhat higher than that of Room II. In the case of Room III, the side walls are largely destroyed, and it is not possible to ascertain if the ceiling was at the same height as or higher than the ceilings in the other rooms.

Unlike the mastabas of his father Inti (G 2370), his brother Mehi (G 2378), and of Nekhbub (G 2381), Khnumenti's tomb lacked a portico. Instead the facade appears to have been crowned by a frieze inscription proclaiming the identity of the owner. A surviving block from the left end of the frieze (pl. 85a, fig. 73b) measures approximately 71.3 cm in length and 28.1 cm in height. The inscription, in large sunken hieroglyphs between incised lines, reads from right to left:

... m£∞ªw Ûr ‘m†r Ônmnt¡,... m∂¢ ... mprwy Ônmnt¡,... ¡m†r ££ty-££ty z£b †£ty Ônmnt¡,... ¡m prwy Ônmnt¡,... m£∞ªw Ûr Ñ£wÔr Ônmnt¡,... ... my-r£ k£t nb(t) nt n... ¡my-r£ k£t nb(t)... ¡m.my-r£ k£t nb(t) nt n... ¡rswt ¡m£∞ªw Ûr n†r-™£ Ônmnt¡,

... over-seer of] all [works] of the king, one honored by the great god, Khnumenti."

On the facade north of the entrance are four standing figures of Khnumenti in the same attitude facing left and preceded each by a long column of inscription (pl. 84c, fig. 80). The arrangement is reminiscent of a popular type of Old Kingdom architrave with standing figures of the owner repeated, although many of these are later in date than Khnumenti. Figures and inscriptions alike are in sunk relief. The costume of the best preserved figure at the right consists of a shoulder-length wig, chin beard, beaded collar, and a short kilt with flaring front panel. He holds a long walking stick at a diagonal with his right hand in front and a scepter in his hanging left hand behind. The walking stick appears to be capped rather than knobbled. As is appropriate in a figure facing to the left, the scepter passes behind the figure and is largely hidden by the kilt.

The other figures were apparently identical except that the first wore a leopard skin vestment, as is evident from the tail hanging down between the legs.

An isolated fragment with the face, front shoulder, and arm from the first figure is in Boston and has been restored to its approximate position in pl. 84c and fig. 80. There is a minimum of carving within the outlines of the figures, and details such as the beads of the collars and the spots of the leopard skin were presumably added in paint.

Insofar as they are preserved, the long columns of text read from left to right as follows: (1) ... ¡my-pr pry-p£t pry-££ty asš 3w pš 3w Ônmnt¡,... ¡m the hereditary] prince and count, chief justice and vizier, Khnumenti; (2) ... m£∞ªw ‘m†r pšw [one] m pry Ônmnt¡,... ¡m royal master] "builder" in both houses (Upper and Lower Egypt), Khnumenti; (3) [one h]onor] hât [one h]onor] hât, "... the family rose to prominence and were favorably related to such and such a person and..."

Note: The last two columns of text on the left-hand side of the frieze are not carved. They are, however, incised and are labeled: "hysu(t) xw t£r £t… (one h)onor] hât, "... the family rose to prominence and were favorably related to such and such a person and..."

6 See above, p. 115.
7 See above, p. 115.
8 See Reisner, “Description of Additions to Cemetery on Elephant,” pp. 11ff.
An autobiographical text in short columns appears to have occupied the remaining height of the wall between the frieze inscriptions and the heads of the four figures. Only five damaged columns remain above the last figure at the right along with an isolated sign (thecobra) over the previous figure. What can be made out is as follows: (1) [...] (2) [...] m nb n it, (3) [...] m f nb h(i); (4) [...] sk w(c) m sja-ct, (5) [...] fnm fpr f; El k Fg (6) [...] (7) [...] fnt n trw. (8) He h(i)? (9) evrty [...] for (of)? my father. (10) [...] consisting of everything, (11) [...] while I was in the court council. (12) [...] he h(i)? [...] that he [...] and; (13) he said: (14) [...] he h(i)? [...] he h(i)? [...] the officials.”

A sixth column of text was still visible in 1930, but little more than the bare existence of several signs (pl. 84c) is to be made out in the photograph.

All that remains of a right-facing figure of Khnumenti on the short wall south of the entrance is part of his front foot in sunk relief (photograph). A bulwark visible amidships runs out in an unbroken line beyond the stern.8 A double bulwark is reconstructed on the hull of the sailing ship (pl. 91; fig. 86). Approximately 16 cm to the left of the damaged vertical border line behind the destroyed figure is a deep but irregular cutting in the facade of c.2370 which was probably intended to demarcate the southern end of the facade of c.2374.

Room I

Room I is a north–south anteroom entered at the south end of the east wall from the great court. In the south end of the opposite west wall opens the entrance to Room II. Room I measures 3.15 by 1.8 m and has an area of 5.67 sq. m. The proportion of the length of the room to the width is 1.75.

**Outer Entrance Thickness**

**Left (south) thickness.** All that is preserved today on the south thickness are the feet of a large, raised relief figure of Khnumenti facing outwards, what is presumably the bottom of his staff, and the hieroglyph of a wickerwork basket at the bottom of a lost column of text, as on the opposing thickness (pl. 86a, fig. 82a).

**Right (north) thickness.** Another large figure of Khnumenti in raised relief, dressed in a calf-length kilt and holding a walking stick at a diagonal, faced outwards on the north thickness (pl. 86h; fig. 82b). The lower part of the figure and walking stick survive. Just in front of the figure, a few characters from the bottom of a largely destroyed column of inscription, likewise carved in raised relief, are to be made out.

**Inner Entrance Thickness**

Beyond the outer thicknesses, the passage widens. Presumably both inner thicknesses were originally decorated, although the only decoration to survive is on the north (right) thickness.

**Left (south) thickness.** Destroyed.

**Right (north) thickness.** In the bottom register of the right-hand inner entrance thickness was a scene of Khnumenti in a ship sailing to the right, that is, out of the chapel (pl. 87b; fig. 82b). At present the block with this scene on one long side rests on top of the the west wall of Room I. There is no question about its original location, however, because the scene of censing on one of the short ends of the block forms part of the carrying chair scene on the adjacent east wall of the room (pl. 91; fig. 86). Since the censing scene occupies the bottom register of the east wall, the block with the sailing ship must have formed the corresponding register of the inner right thickness. The orientation of the boat is unusual. Scenes of boats appear on entrance thicknesses of private tombs at Gu.t, Saqqara, and Abusir, but generally they face into the tomb and carry the deceased on his “journey to the West.” Nonetheless, in the tomb of Kapure from Saqqara, boats in this location face both into and out of the tomb.8

As might be expected, the details are better preserved in the photograph taken in 1930 than today. The hull of the sailing ship has rounded ends and a platform extending over the stern. A bulwark visible amidships runs out in an unbroken line beyond the stern. A double bulwark stands aft of midship and a bipedal mast is placed well forward. The lower yard and sail rest against the legs of the mast. The upper half of the scene was on the block above and is now lost, so it is impossible to tell if the upper and lower yards were of equal length. Since the rigging and sail began to be altered at the beginning of the Sixth Dynasty, however, it is possible that the yards were already equal in length by this time and the sail rectangular.8 A double bulwark for boiling the sails runs between the legs of the bipedal mast, and the bottom of the mast is lashed round with heavy ropes. A powerful foresail is fastened in a great knot at the prow of the vessel and disappears behind the bowsailing sail.

The first of six sailors standing in the prow hangs on to the forecastle with his left hand, while his right arm hangs at his side. The second appears to have his left arm raised and to be hanging on to the lower yard (hand lost), while his right arm likewise hangs at his side. The third sailor grasps his right shoulder with his left hand in a gesture of respect7 and holds a rope(!) in his hanging right hand. The man following has both arms reverentially crossed on his chest,8 while the fifth sailor again grasps his right shoulder with his left hand and holds his other arm at his side. The sixth sailor turns his head around to look back at a larger figure of the mfd-gf wst n prwy Hnnmti, “royal master builder in both houses, Khnumenti,” who stands amidships leaning on a long staff. He appears to grasp the upper part of his hanging right arm with his left hand in a gesture of reverence.7,9 Taces indicate that all six sailors were identically garbed in belt-sashes whose loose ends hung down in front and wore their hair close-cropped. Over the prow of the boat, the end of a vertical

1. Harpur, Decorum, p. 96.
2. Cf. LDI, pl. 29 + Müller, MDAIK 7 (1937), p. 102, fig. 31 = Vandier, Manuel 4, p. 134, fig. 113, 6.
3. Cf. Page–Pine, Puebllo, fig. 31 + Müller, MDAIK 7 (1937), p. 103, fig. 35.
caption is preserved. [. . .] (p. 246) ‘two men to swing the sail’ (pl. 87c; fig. 82c). In his hands he once 
the wind behind you, or transmitter of commands. Behold it is blowing!’

East Wall, South of Entrance

In the bottom register of this short wall the lower part of a male offering bearer is preserved. He seemingly faced left and was dressed in a plain, tight-fitting kilt (pl. 87c; fig. 82c). In his hands he once held an object or food offering, of which faint traces alone remain. The relief is poorly executed with the background only partially cut away and the figure depicted by deep chisel lines. The final bearer of offerings may have occupied the destroyed registers above, as is certainly the case on the short, west wall opposite. South Wall

Episodes from Khunamenti’s funeral were depicted on the south wall of Room I (pl. 88a, fig. 83). The location of the scene on a wall adjacent to the entrance is of some interest, inasmuch as the proper location for funeral scenes was in pillared halls or in open courts which were functionally equivalent to pillared halls. Only in exceptional cases do such scenes penetrate into the chapel and then only on the thickness of the entrance or on a wall near the entrance.

The scene is virtually illegible on cursory inspection, consisting as it does of chisel lines left behind where the plaster in which it was evidently carved fell away. As has previously been noted, this wall, like the south wall of Room II, which is in a similar condition, represents the exterior north wall of g 3750, which was dressed flat to take the reliefs. The mosaic blocks thus cut back were of gray nummatic limestone of a quality that necessitated the application of a coating of plaster in whose surface the reliefs might be cut.

The portrayal is an abbreviated and one of the usual episodes of the journey from the realm of the living to the final interment in the necropolis are omitted. At the top right of the wall is a large figure of Khunamenti in a kiosk. The remainder of this register is destroyed. In the registers below depicted are the journey down land on water of Khunamenti’s coffin and of a statue(34). The movement in the three lower registers proceeds from the left to the right, that is, from east to west, as though the funeral procession were proceeding into the chapel. The same orientation probably held true in the largely destroyed top register. Since the sequence of the episodes clearly proceeds from the bottom register to the top register, we reverse our usual procedure and describe the registers in order from the bottom to the top of the wall.

Episodes from Room I (pl. 88a, fig. 83). The location of the scene on a wall adjacent to the entrance is of some interest, inasmuch as the proper location for funeral scenes was in pillared halls or in open courts which were functionally equivalent to pillared halls. Only in exceptional cases do such scenes penetrate into the chapel and then only on the thickness of the entrance or on a wall near the entrance.

The scene is virtually illegible on cursory inspection, consisting as it does of chisel lines left behind where the plaster in which it was evidently carved fell away. As has previously been noted, this wall, like the south wall of Room II, which is in a similar condition, represents the exterior north wall of g 3750, which was dressed flat to take the reliefs. The mosaic blocks thus cut back were of gray nummatic limestone of a quality that necessitated the application of a coating of plaster in whose surface the reliefs might be cut.

The portrayal is an abbreviated and one of the usual episodes of the journey from the realm of the living to the final interment in the necropolis are omitted. At the top right of the wall is a large figure of Khunamenti in a kiosk. The remainder of this register is destroyed. In the registers below depicted are the journey down land on water of Khunamenti’s coffin and of a statue(34). The movement in the three lower registers proceeds from the left to the right, that is, from east to west, as though the funeral procession were proceeding into the chapel. The same orientation probably held true in the largely destroyed top register. Since the sequence of the episodes clearly proceeds from the bottom register to the top register, we reverse our usual procedure and describe the registers in order from the bottom to the top of the wall.

Episodes from Room I (pl. 88a, fig. 83). The location of the scene on a wall adjacent to the entrance is of some interest, inasmuch as the proper location for funeral scenes was in pillared halls or in open courts which were functionally equivalent to pillared halls. Only in exceptional cases do such scenes penetrate into the chapel and then only on the thickness of the entrance or on a wall near the entrance.

The scene is virtually illegible on cursory inspection, consisting as it does of chisel lines left behind where the plaster in which it was evidently carved fell away. As has previously been noted, this wall, like the south wall of Room II, which is in a similar condition, represents the exterior north wall of g 3750, which was dressed flat to take the reliefs. The mosaic blocks thus cut back were of gray nummatic limestone of a quality that necessitated the application of a coating of plaster in whose surface the reliefs might be cut.

The portrayal is an abbreviated and one of the usual episodes of the journey from the realm of the living to the final interment in the necropolis are omitted. At the top right of the wall is a large figure of Khunamenti in a kiosk. The remainder of this register is destroyed. In the registers below depicted are the journey down land on water of Khunamenti’s coffin and of a statue(34). The movement in the three lower registers proceeds from the left to the right, that is, from east to west, as though the funeral procession were proceeding into the chapel. The same orientation probably held true in the largely destroyed top register. Since the sequence of the episodes clearly proceeds from the bottom register to the top register, we reverse our usual procedure and describe the registers in order from the bottom to the top of the wall.

Episodes from Room I (pl. 88a, fig. 83). The location of the scene on a wall adjacent to the entrance is of some interest, inasmuch as the proper location for funeral scenes was in pillared halls or in open courts which were functionally equivalent to pillared halls. Only in exceptional cases do such scenes penetrate into the chapel and then only on the thickness of the entrance or on a wall near the entrance.

The scene is virtually illegible on cursory inspection, consisting as it does of chisel lines left behind where the plaster in which it was evidently carved fell away. As has previously been noted, this wall, like the south wall of Room II, which is in a similar condition, represents the exterior north wall of g 3750, which was dressed flat to take the reliefs. The mosaic blocks thus cut back were of gray nummatic limestone of a quality that necessitated the application of a coating of plaster in whose surface the reliefs might be cut.

The portrayal is an abbreviated and one of the usual episodes of the journey from the realm of the living to the final interment in the necropolis are omitted. At the top right of the wall is a large figure of Khunamenti in a kiosk. The remainder of this register is destroyed. In the registers below depicted are the journey down land on water of Khunamenti’s coffin and of a statue(34). The movement in the three lower registers proceeds from the left to the right, that is, from east to west, as though the funeral procession were proceeding into the chapel. The same orientation probably held true in the largely destroyed top register. Since the sequence of the episodes clearly proceeds from the bottom register to the top register, we reverse our usual procedure and describe the registers in order from the bottom to the top of the wall.
Fourth Register. A funeral procession conveyed the bier with the body of the deceased from his dwelling place to the bank of the Nile or to a canal nearby. The house with mourning relatives is sometimes depicted in such scenes but is lacking here. The bier consisted of a coffin set under a shrine-shaped canopy (largely destroyed) supported on ten posts (only the five closest are shown) and mounted on a lion-headed sledge. The coffin is a long rectangular box, and the parallel lines at its top may represent a cavetto cornice lid. The bier is distinguished by a short kilt with flaring front panel. A horizontal line of text extended across the whole length of the register above the procession, but only the beginning is preserved. From left to right it reads: m h p m h b p t jns t s p t(f)3, “In peace, in peace to the beautiful West.”

Third Register. In this register and the next the funeral cortège crosses the Nile or a canal. The ferrying of the coffin on a ship is a favorite theme of Old Kingdom funeral processions. The traces remaining suggest a similar arrangement of elements in this register and the one above. In both registers, for example, two ships tow a larger vessel. The ship towed in this register is the better preserved of the two and appears to be a funeral barge with overhanging ends constructed in imitation of a papyrus boat. In the center of the funeral barge in this register the coffin of the deceased rests under a shrine-shaped canopy. The two men (largely destroyed) who stand in front of and behind the canopy both face the prow. Identifying labels are destroyed, but the man immediately to the right of the coffin may be the pilot and the man behind a member of the funeral cortege. Alternately, since a lector priest and an embalmer often sit or stand in the bow or stern of the funerary barge, the two men could represent these officiants.

The towboats in both registers are blunt-ended craft with bulwarks amidship. In the upper towboat in this register traces of what is probably a deckhouse canopy are to be seen behind the damaged figures of the oarsmen. Each of the boats evidently had seven oars apiece. The best preserved oarsman in the lower towboat in this register extends his arms in front of him. He grasps his oar with both hands, his upper body leaning forward, legs braced, as at the beginning of a stroke. The blade of his oar is lancet-shaped like those of the better-preserved oars in both registers. The bow watch in the lower boat stands with front arm raised and holds a sounding pole which trails behind him in the water in his other hand. His hair is close-cropped and no traces of clothing are preserved. The man behind him stands with left fist closed on his chest in a gesture of respect, while his other arm hangs at his side. Like his companion, he is wigless but traces suggest he wore the belt-sash with pendant ends. The stance of the rowers in the upper towboat in this register is different from that of their counterparts below, for each rower appears to rest his forward foot on the gunwale. Part of what may be the shaft of a steering oar is visible towards the stern of this boat.

Second Register. A papyriform(?) ship was once again towed across a long stretch of water by two boats. Towards the center of the towed vessel an isolated leg and foot, on a horizontal line that could represent the top of a base, suggests that a statue of Khnumenti was being transported. Traces of two rowers and parts of four oars are preserved in the lower of the two towboats in this register. In the upper boat, no traces remain of the rowers or their oars, but traces of a figure at the stern of the vessel survive.

First Register. At the right end of the register a figure of Khnumenti was depicted in a kiosk. Little remains of the kiosk except for its foot and the lower part of the front. Khnumenti was shown seated on a lion-footed chair or stool whose front leg rests on a frustum-shaped support. The front of his torso and the upper section of one arm, along with the lower part of his body and both legs are still visible. From the position of the arm, it seems possible that he held a staff, though no traces of such remain. He was probably dressed in a short kilt of which part of the belt and the belt knot survive. Traces of hieroglyphs towards the front of the kiosk, on a level where his face would have been, can be restored to read [Hn]mn nmt, “[Khnum]enti.”

Although the goal of funeral processions was, of course, the tomb, at which various rites were enacted and a ritual meal took place, the tomb itself is rarely depicted in the Old Kingdom. In the mastaba of Mereruka the entrance to his tomb appears, while in the “Tomb of the Two Brothers” at Saqqara a tomb front with elaborate palace-facade pavellion and entrance portal is twice

---

31. It occurs in the Tomb of Rekhmire, pl. 75–77. Mirovich 2, pl. 191; Badawy, Nyhyp-Pta (and Addendum), pl. 75, fig. 36; Simpson, Qer and Idu, fig. 31.
32. Cf. Génie, 1, pl. 112; 2, pl. 7.
33. See ibid., 1, pl. 10; Mirovich 2, pl. 42–47; Simpson, Qer and Ida, fig. 14, 15. Rainer found a cavetto-corniced coffin in Giza shaft 1, 106. 111. I. 1061 (SBG: 1067–68).
34. Simpson, Qer and Ida, pl. 31; Hassan, Saqqara I, fig. 28 (f). Kavanagh, El Hawara, fig. 3, fig. 12.
35. Although the goal of funeral processions was, of course, the tomb, at which various rites were enacted and a ritual meal took place, the tomb itself is rarely depicted in the Old Kingdom. In the mastaba of Mereruka the entrance to his tomb appears, while in the “Tomb of the Two Brothers” at Saqqara a tomb front with elaborate palace-facade pavilion and entrance portal is twice
36. E.g., D.D. 1, pl. 108; Simpson, Qer and Ida, fig. 34.
37. See p. 35, n. 29 above.
depicted. All that remains of an interesting representation in the tomb of Teti, Kahep at Akhmim is part of a tomb façade and entrance along with a ramp ascending to what was presumably the roof of the tomb. The damage in this instance is particularly unfortunate, since the representation, when intact, may have supplied a parallel to a well-known scene in the Fourth Dynasty tomb of Debehen at Giza. The Debehen scene is the earliest depiction of the funeral services performed at the tomb to survive. While funerary priests perform ritual acts, men with offerings ascend a ramp to the roof of the mastaba and present them to a statue of Debehen standing in a double shrine with cavetto cornices. In the double depiction of the mastaba and present them to a statue of Debehen standing in a double shrine with cavetto cornices. In the double depiction of the tomb of the Two Brothers, the statues of the deceased in their shrines are said to be set up “in front of” their tomb, but the same ritual acts are performed. By analogy with the Debehen scene and the double depiction in the “Tomb of the Two Brothers,” the seated figure in the kiosk depicted as the goal of Khnumenti’s funeral cortège most likely represented a statue of the deceased. Certain depictions of seated statues do hold a staff in the far hand, as the figure of Khnumenti in the kiosk may have done. In these depictions, the near hand that rests on the lap may be open or closed to hold a handleshovel or sceptor. As Eaton-Krauss points out, this attitude is not known in actual statuary, though it is found in portrayals of the “living” tomb owner. As she also observes, wood is the only medium technically suitable for the arm position depicted, and the representation in e 2374 therefore may represent a wooden prototype. It seems more likely that the figure in the booth did indeed represent a statue of Khnumenti rather than a “living” figure of the owner himself, even though in depictions of seated statues in Old Kingdom reliefs the statues generally sit on block seats or thrones, whereas the present example appears to be seated on a ordinary chair or stool with animal’s legs. A few examples of actual statues where the owner is seated on a thronomorphic chair or stool are known, however. If this was indeed a statue of Khnumenti, priests performing the funerary rite may have been shown in the destroyed portion of the register at the left. Further, if the misplaced block referred to above actually does form the southwest corner of the room, it is possible that its surface originally bore, in addition to the top of the kiosk, a caption to the scene.

West Wall, North of Door

Only a section of the lower part of the mouch scene in medium-high raised relief that once occupied this wall is preserved (pl. 83c; fig. 84b). The cutting away of the background was more consistent here than elsewhere in the anteroom but wide, deep chisel lines are nonetheless apparent. In the rectangle that represents a stretch of water, Nile fish and a crocodile are visible. Above to the right the very bottom of a papyrus skiff is recognizable by its cord bindings. The crocodile has its mouth agape and is in the process of devouring what appears to be, from the characteristic shape of the tail, a carp. An eel swims over the crocodile’s back towards a large fish of indeterminate species at the right. Other traces are visible to the left of the crocodile and its prey.

North Wall

The scene was executed in a low raised relief with more or less flat surfaces and without detailed modeling (pl. 90b; fig. 85). More attention appears to have been devoted to the large figure of the owner than to the subsidiary figures, the toe nails, for example, being carefully
indicated. At the left end of the wall, Khnumenti stood facing right. His legs and feet, the bottom line of a short kilt with flaring front panel, and the outline of his walking stick held at a diagonal before him are preserved. Five offering bearers with close-cropped hair and folded kilts with overlap approach from the right. The bearer at the head of the file held an offering tray aloft in front with his now destroyed right hand and a bird by the wings in his hanging left hand. The offerings on the tray consist of a triangular loaf of bread between two folded, small, flat-bottom, flaring bowls with a lettuce(!) placed on top. The second offering bearer held a bird, whose tail alone survives, in the crook of his right arm and a wickerwork frail by a cord in his left hand hanging behind. The third bearer carried a tray of offerings aloft in front and probably a young animal or other offering, now lost, in the crook of his left arm. The fourth man holds aloft a tray with his right hand and a wickerwork frail by a cord in his hanging left hand. The offerings on the tray are destroyed but, on the basis of the photograph, they evidently consisted of a triangular loaf between two folded bowls with possibly a lettuce above. The last man balanced two trays on his shoulders, but the offerings on the trays are destroyed. In addition, a bunch of vegetables(!) and another of papyrus flowers hang from his elbows. Visible above the heads of the third and fourth figures in the photograph is a segment of groundline from the register above and possibly the very bottom of the foot of another figure walking to the left.

East Wall

An elaborate palanquin scene occupied this wall.48 As restored from photographs by William Stevenson Smith, the wall is shown in pl. 31 and, as copied by the Giza Marabout Project, in fig. 86. As may be seen from the modern masonry visible at the east end of the north wall in pl. 90a, the east wall has been re-erected too far to the east. The correct position is indicated by the broken line in figs. 2, 3.

Khnumenti is shown seated in his portable covered chair borne on the shoulders of twenty men. Only the lower part of the first three pairs of porters is preserved, on the end of the block which forms part of the inner entrance thickness and whose other face bears the representation of a sailing ship.49 In each pair of porters, the forward figure covers almost entirely the figure of the man behind, and only a narrow portion of the front edge of the second porter projects in front of the complete figure.48 They proceed to the right and are evenly spaced along the length of the carrying poles, which they grasp with both hands in front of them. Their figures occupied the entire width of the register.

The porters are wigsless and wear long belt-sashes whose loose ends hang down in front.48 Well-executed examples of this garment show a loop and two ends hanging down in front (figs. 94b, 1-3), but it is in general drawn as if it were an apron of cloth strips (fig. 94b, 1-3).50 It is commonly worn by agricultural workers of every sort.51

The Senedjemib Complex, Part 1

60 The sources for fig. 54, f-1-7 are the following: (a) Petrie, Modern, pl. 38; (b) Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, fig. 54, p. 57, (c) Simpson, Söller aus dem Plateau, pl. D; (d) Vanders, Mensa, p. 36.
61 E.g., Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, nos. 34, 36, 44, 140; Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, nos. 42, 43, 45, 119; Neuserchuss, figs. 6, 10; Zipper, Akhet-hetep, pp. 73, 80-84; Verner, Pirie, pt. 1, pl. 19.58; Verner, Re-used Blocks, pp. 106, 108.
62 See above, p. 106.
63 See, e.g., Jenkins, Step Pyramid, pl. D; (b) Goedicke, Re-used Blocks, nos. 30-35, 37, 40; Jenkins, Re-used Blocks, pp. 106, 108.
64 See above, pp. 66-67.
65 The final three so-called ‘test poles’ probably represent support poles; see Jenkins, That Beneath the Pyramid, captions to pls. VII, De; Breasted, in: Judaica General (forthcoming). For actual examples of such poles, see Forsyth-Quibell, Step Pyramid, pl. 6.1, p. 30, pl. 32, pl. 42, p. 47, pl. 56. See also, Jenkins, That Beneath the Pyramid, fig. 35, pls. VII, VII, and p. 47.
short, thicker trunk, short bowed limbs, and large head. The other attendants he is weightless. The attendant behind him carries a vessel shaped like a bucket by its handle in his left hand and a case with a rounded cap and loop handle in the crook of his right arm.

Visible inside the bucket is a pointed object. Bucket-shaped vitraria are commonly carried by attendants of the tomb owner during outings, while a spoolate implement of unknown use is either placed in the bucket or held by the attendants, some of whom are identified as barbers or manicurists. An example in the tomb of Iymery seems to show that the implement was a kind of brush made from vegetable fibers. Possibly the bucket contained a scented liquid and the brush was used for aspersing. A bucket-shaped vessel with handle appears along with vessels of different shapes in a metalurgy scene in the tomb of Ka-em-rehu, and it is a logical assumption that these vessels were of metal. The forms do not seem to be represented in the surviving corpus of metal vessels, however.

The last man in this register wore a belt-sash whose loose ends hung down in front and with his left hand carries it by its strap a basket hung down in front and with his left hand carries by its strap a basket over his right shoulder. The attendant with a linen bag and sandals is a regular member of the retinue of the tomb owner often holds a bird in his father's presence in Old Kingdom daily life scenes, and it is possible an otherwise unknown son of Khnumenti's was represented here. If so, the hieroglyph "b", before he probably formed part of his name.

The man on the ground line immediately below this figure, who was perhaps Khnumenti's steward, proffered a sheet of papyrus held between his two hands for examination. Except for the edge of the flaring front panel of his kilt and the line of his front leg, the rest of his figure is destroyed.

The lowermost register of the east wall appears to be devoted to an entirely different subject: the transport of a life-size striding statue of Khnumenti to the tomb. Further investigation reveals that this is not the case. Junker and Wild have both discussed scenes where the "living" tomb owner is depicted together with his statues on the occasion of the actual transport of the statues to the tomb, and this representation, like a corresponding representation in G 2370, may constitute another instance of the genre.

On the right side of the register, three men facing right haul on a tow rope and pull the statue in its shrine mounted on a sledge towards the left. It is clear from the photograph that the last of the haulers had passed the rope across his shoulders to prevent it from slipping. A man immediately in front of the sledge bends over to the right and pours water on the ground from a tall jar with short neck, tapering body, bulging shoulder, and rounded base. The stream of water is indicated by several ripples. Mixed with the dirt the water would have made a mud path to ease the passage of the sledge. In the space above the man's head is the caption: "ıp n b Hm n-sÌ, "Receiving a statue of Khnumenti." The use of the verb ıp in this context is exceptional, "im, "esorting", or ıp, "bringing", are usual, while ıp, "bowing", and ıp, "dragging", are also attested. A priest on the sledge steps up on the front of the statue base to ease the statue. The double doors of the cavetto-corniced shrine are thrown open to allow the purifying incense to reach the statue, as the priest lifts the cover of the double-bell censer with his right hand, thus directing the incense smoke to the statue's face. The life-size statue is drawn in profile with both arms held at the sides. The costume consists of a


61 E.g., LG 22, pl. 20; 66; Maatma, Maatma, p. 82 (cf. CG 2370); Borchardt, Gesicht, Gesicht, p. 23, pl. 4 (b); 29 (1915); Montet, G 6000, pls. 14, 46. 1. 36. 197–198. Hassan, G 6000, figs. 240, 241, 242, 243. Junker, G 6000, figs. 10, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25. See Chap- peri, G 6000, pl. 11; Wild, 2, p. 32, 32, 33, 34. Verner, Paarab, figs. 30, Simpson, Kejapano, pl. 2; Roth, Geist der Palast-Atmosphäre, figs. 164, 205.

62 Weeks, Geist der Palast-Atmosphäre, fig. 32; Magenau, Mac, figs. 32–34, 114. 8–9.

63 Roth, Die Kügel- und Bronzegefäße Ägyptens. See Schaden, Prinzipale, p. 99, fig. 29 (r. Ptahshepses 1, pl. 16; 3, pls. 150, 174). Verner, Paarab, pl. 7, 2, Ziegler, Ägypten, pp. 187, 198; Roth, Geist der Palast-Atmosphäre, fig. 164.

64 Borchardt, Statuen. 10, pl. 12.

65 Two tubular leather cases for walking sticks were found by Emery in a First Dynasty tomb at Saqqara (Emery, fig. 12 and pl. 11, no. 423) and another by Ranitz in the tomb of Queen Chancellor at Alis (G 6000, pp. 21, 24, 27, fig. 28). All these cases appear to have had flat caps, while the top of the case depicted in G 2374 is rounded. In G 2374, pl. 174, another attendant removes walking sticks from a long, tubu- lar case.

66 The attendant with a linen bag and sandals is a regular member of the retinue of the tomb owner in the Old Kingdom, see Vassallo, Memph, p. 110 (21, fig. 33 [26–27]).

67 See e.g., Montet, Seth, p. 36; Emery-Krauss, Representations of Statuaries, pp. 64–65. The verb ıp is written ıp with the folded cloth, rather than the ıp with the edge of the cloth; c, the latter being the customary earlier form of the verb (W. p. 350). This may simply represent an early instance of ıp (cf. Ebel, Ägypt. Gesamtk., § 163). Alternatively, it may be that the ancient scribe unintentionally left ıp in his mind and then transferred his error to the wall.
shoulder-length wig, beaded collar, and short kilt with a flaring front panel. A lector-priest's sash is tied across the chest and what is apparently a papyrus roll is clasped in the left hand hanging behind.78

The presence of the sledge shows that the statue had yet to be installed in its final position in the serdab behind the west wall of Room I.79 An unusual detail here is that of the haulers leaning backwards with their effort,80 usually the men pulling on the tow rope walk without visible strain in the same direction that the statue faces.81 It is unlikely that the haulers in c. 2374 could have dragged the statue very far in this fashion, and they may be shown maneuvering the statue into position as a preliminary to removing it from the sledge.

In the Old Kingdom offering ritual before a statue of the deceased, the statue itself is usually set on the ground. Bearers may approach with offerings to add to a pile already in front of the statue.82 There is no pile of offerings in c. 2374, but on the left side of the bottom register a file of four offering bearers marches to the right towards the statue. The figures of the bearers have all been subjected to a varying degree of damage, but the three better preserved figures all appear to have carried aloft with their left hand a tray laden with a triangular loaf of bread between two filled small, flat-bottomed flagons, with a lettuce laid across the top.83 The first offering bearer held in addition a wickerwork frail on a cord with the right hand hanging behind.78 The figure of the last man is lost except for his feet.

Room II
Room II is an east–west vestibule connecting Rooms I and III. It is entered from a door at the east end and exited by a door in the west end of the north wall. It measures 1.05 x 3.72 meters, and its area is 3.91 square meters.

Outer Door Thicknesses
The thicknesses of the door from Room I were originally decorated with registers of offering bearers representing Khnumeniti's agricultural estates. The south thickness is preserved to its full height of three registers. On the north jamb opposite only the lowest part of the bottom register survives.

Left (south) thickness. The three registers each contain six striding female figures facing right (west), as if walking into Room II (pl. 92; fig. 87a). Each of the personified female estates was dressed in a long sheath dress with tapering shoulder straps and a long wig with the natural estates. The south thickness is preserved to its full height of three registers. On the north jamb opposite only the lowest part of the bottom register survives.

Visible over the rim of the baskets are a variety of foodstuffs, most of which are insufficiently defined to render any attempt at identification profitable. In addition, the first estate in the top register carries a wickerwork frail on a cord in her hanging right hand, the second a bunch of papyrus flowers, the third a rush basket splayed towards the bottom by its handle, the fourth a papyrus flower, the fifth a milk jar on a cord and the sixth a bunch of papyrus flowers. In the second register, the first estate holds her right arm parallel to the ground, palm up, but empty. The second figure in this register holds with her hanging right hand a jar on a cord and a duck by the wings, the third a bunch of papyrus, and the fourth a bunch of vegetables(?). The fifth again has a duck, while the sixth carried a wickerwork frail on a cord (destroyed). At the head of the third register, the first estate carries with her hanging right hand a jar on a cord, the second a brace of ducks by the wings, the third a wickerwork frail, the fourth a bouquet composed of a lotus flower and two buds, the fifth a jar on a cord. The right hand of the final estate in the procession hangs empty at her side. The names of the estates have been published by Helen Jacquet-Gordon utilizing her personal copy of the original.85 Corrections and improved readings are minor and affect mainly numbers 2, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12 below.

1. Hati 'ideb: mr ëfery 'nḥ ḫw Tmt, "Khenty desires that Teti live, the 'Front of the East' nome." 86
2. Htqmr: mr 'ḥmm 'nḥ ḫw Tmt, "Khumem desires that Teti live, the Eastern nome." 87
3. Htqpr: ṣḥpt Pḥ ḫw Tmt, "Pah satisfies Teti, the Mendesian nome." 88
4. Ṽn ṭt sáhu, ḫmr ṭm: sáhu ḫw Tmt, "The nourishment of Teti abides,87 the Harpoon nome, western half." 89
5. ḫw: ṣḥh Tmt, "The coolness(?) of Teti, the Letopolite nome." 90
6. ṭmr: mr Št 'nḥ ḫw Tmt, "Seshat desires that Teti live, the Western nome." 91
7. N: mr ḫw ṭṛagy 'nḥ ḫw Tmt, "Horus of Tjerty desires that Teti live, the Saite nome." 92
8. Ṽw: ṭḥṣ Pḥ ḫw Tmt, "Pah causes Teti to live, the Hare nome." 93
9. Ṽpwt: ṭḥṣ Tmt, "The offerings of Teti, the Jackal nome." 94
10. Nfr ṭmr: mr Št 'nḥ ḫw Tmt, "Seshat desires that Teti live, the Hora-poleopolite nome." 95

78 Cf. Eaton-Krauss, Representations of Statuary, cat. no. 106.
79 Cf. ibid., p. 77.
80 Cf. Dunham-Simpson, Memory III, fig. 5.
81 See the majority of the scenes of statue transport discussed by Eaton-Krauss, ibid., p. 75.
82 Ibid., pp. 75–77, 279.
83 The motif is discussed above, p. 716, n. 44
84 See here, milk jars were commonly stoppered with a plug of leaves or grass; see e.g., Davies, P Published, p. 36, pl. 26; Boening, Greek–Egyptian, pl. 23 [36, 487]; Gardiner, EG, p. 130 [202]; Vandeker, Mésopotamie, p. 135 (2).
85 Jacquet-Gordon, Denomina, pp. 310–12.
86 For the cataract nome of the Delta in the Old Kingdom, see Foscher, JNES 19 (1950), pp. 219–22.
87 On this estate name, cf. Foscher, Verso Nuovo, p. 75.
The plaster has fallen away.

The decoration is mostly visible as chisel lines since in which proceeds from left to right (pl. 88b; fig. 88). As on the south wall that still bears vestiges of relief.

There is no corresponding north door thickness, but rather a long inner, left (south) door thickness is lost to below the level of the floor. The inner, left (south) door thickness is lost to below the level of the north wall that still bears vestiges of relief.

Fischer has expressed the opinion that the occurrence of Seshat, patroness of architects, in the names of the estates located in Lower Egyptian nome 3 and Upper Egyptian nomes 15, 17, and 20, has nothing to do with geographical factors, but is related to the fact that Khnumenti was a royal builder.

Right (north) thickness. Only the legs and a few of the offerings carried by the six bearers originally depicted in the lowermost register survive (fig. 87b). The bearers of offerings on this thickness may well have been male, since the line which would indicate the bottom hem of the long dress customarily worn by female estates is lacking. The first offering bearer held a brace of birds in his left hand hanging behind and the second holds a jar by a cord in the corresponding hand. Since no offerings are visible in the case of the other four figures, these men probably had both arms raised, holding a tray aloft with one or both hands or possibly carrying a young animal or bird at chest height.

Inner Door Thickness

The inner, left (south) door thickness is lost to below the level of the reliefs, and it is impossible to be sure that it was once decorated. There is no corresponding north door thickness, but rather a long north wall that still bears vestiges of relief.

Second Wall

Khnumenti stands at the right and faces towards the entrance. Before him appear five registers of agricultural and marsh scenes, the action of which is divided into three field hands. Two reapers bend forward to cut the grain. They grasp the sheaves high up in their left hands and hold the sickles in their right hands so that they curve upward. The man between them has his arms raised and his hands held in such a manner as to suggest that he was drinking from a jar of water, although no traces of the jar remain.44 At the left is a symmetrical group of two field hands toasting sheaves on a grain stack. Their arms cross over their slightly tilted bodies, as if to swing the sheaves back and up in a continuous movement.45 Above the stack are the words, reading from right to left: wtht

First Register. Herdsmen drive a file of cattle to the right. The first animal balks but is pulled up short by a drover who yanks on a rope tied round one of the animal’s front legs; startled, it turns its head round and glances back. The rope is now lost save for a short section between the hands of the drover. The next two oxen walk placidly ahead, encouraged by their drovers who extend an arm over the back of these oxen.

Second Register. An abbreviated agricultural scene occupies this register. Of the large number of episodes that make up such scenes, only the concluding activities of reaping, transport, and piling sheaves appear in c.2374.93 The first group at the right is composed of three field hands. Two reapers bend forward to cut the grain. They grasp the sheaves high up in their left hands and hold the sickles in their right hands so that they curve upward. The man between them has his arms raised and his hands held in such a manner as to suggest that he was drinking from a jar of water, although no traces of the jar remain.44 At the left is a symmetrical group of two field hands toasting sheaves on a grain stack. Their arms cross over their slightly tilted bodies, as if to swing the sheaves back and up in a continuous movement.45 Above the stack are the words, reading from right to left: wtht

Chapter 7: KHNUMENTI – c. 2374

89 See HESP, pp. 317ff.
90 For the restoration, cf. above, pp. 44 and below, pp. 174, 177.
91 E.g., Ten G. 25, pl. 3, n. 17; Mohr, pl. 31, n. 30; ASAE 1, pl. 2, 1, 2, Saqqara Tomb 78, fig. 43, 44, 45, 46, also Drioton – Lauer, ASAE 11 (1958), 29, 30; Simpson, Qe and Idr, pl. 38, 40.
92 See above, p. 18 and n. 90.
93 Compare the extensive repertoire of agricultural scenes depicted on the west wall of the vestibule in c. 2790 (above, pp. 93–94).
94 Cf. Gieb, pl. 21; Mote, Hesy-her-abti, fig. 47; van de Walle, Nefertumef, pl. 14; Natsbebenet, pl. 18.
Their drover. Traces suggest that this man, like the field hands stacking grain and the laborers in the field, wore a folded kilt with overlap and his own short-cropped hair.

Third Register. The better part of the register is occupied by a scene of fowlers netting water-fowl. The first man at the right wears the headman’s mast kilt. His left arm is bent at the elbow and held across his body, in what is probably a gesture of respect, while his other hand hangs at his side. A seemingly superfluous line at the bottom of his kilt may indicate that he held a stick or sceptre. The figure of the next man is largely destroyed but he evidently wore a flaring kilt. At the left end of the register a large clapper is set out on either side of a small pool full of birds. As usual in Old Kingdom scenes of trapping birds, the net was shown as a hexagon, the shape it assumed when closed. Between the net and the two figures already described, three men stand, facing right and holding on to a rope attached to one end of the net. The arms of the second and third men overlap but otherwise the three figures show none of the variety of posture usual in such scenes. All three figures are damaged, but the outline of the best-preserved figure in the middle suggests they were naked. Between the haulers and the net is a fourth figure, probably the signalman whose job was to judge when the net was full of birds, and then to signal the haulers to close the net either by pulling a cloth held between his outstretched hands back and forth across his shoulders or by giving a simple hand signal. The upper part of his figure is destroyed, so the identification is not absolutely certain, but he is separated from the haulers by a narrow space, his hands do not appear on the rope where expected (though the rope is destroyed), so the identification is not absolutely certain, but it is most likely the signalman whose job was to judge when the net was full of birds. As usual in Old Kingdom scenes of trapping birds, the net was shown as a hexagon, the shape it assumed when closed. The birds which fill the pool, along with lotus buds and leaves, are concealed behind a stylized clump of foliage on the margin of the pool but, inasmuch as the upper part of this blind is lost, it is not clear whether a thicket of reeds or a clump of papyrus was represented. The birds which fill the pool, along with lotus buds and leaves, are concealed behind a stylized clump of foliage on the margin of the pool but, inasmuch as the upper part of this blind is lost, it is not clear whether a thicket of reeds or a clump of papyrus was represented. The two donkeys at the left (destroyed in the case of the third individual), and flaring front panels. Judging from the waist tie, the last herdsman also wore a kilt, but one lacking a flaring panel. All four men probably had their own hair cropped close, but the last figure is too damaged to be certain of this detail. The man at the head of the third register, the first man here bends his arm at the elbow and holds the forearm across his body. The second herdsman places his left hand on the rump of the first bull and leads a polled animal by a rope held in his right hand. Next comes a man with his left hand on the rump of the second animal and his right hand hanging at his side. The last man places his left hand on the rump of the horned bull which precedes him, while his other arm hangs free. Above the backs of all three animals is the label m n jw, “young stable ox.”

Fourth Register. Boatmen are shown returning home from a day in the marshes. Three papyrus skiffs are depicted on a narrow rectangle representing a stretch of water. The ends of the skiffs bend slightly upward. The posture of the crew in the boats is essentially identical, although the first boatman in the lead boat and the second man in the last skiff turn their heads around to look at the man behind. Each boatman leans slightly backwards with knees bent and body evidently poised on the ball of the foot, so as to apply all of his weight to the pole. In each case their hands are held as if they were wielding long pontoons, but the poles themselves were never carved. Traces suggest that all the boatmen wore the very short kilt with rounded edge and belt-sash tied in front. Resting in the prow of the first skiff is a flat-topped chest on legs. The object in the stern of the second boat is not so readily identifiable. It appears to be round and has a trapezoidal projection at the top. Possibly it represents an example of the m n jw-game, although the game seemingly does not otherwise appear in this context. Several different objects are piled up at the stern of the last boat. Three have indistinct shapes, but the object on top of the pile is the papyrus bandleader used as a life preserver by boatmen. The presence of the chest and the board game? suggest that this was no ordinary scene of boatmen returning from the marshes, but rather a scene from an outing intended for Khnumemti’s amusement.

Fifth Register. Herdsmen lead three bulls into Khnumenti’s presence. The first three figures have short, belted kilts, waist rics (destroyed in the case of the third individual), and flaring front panels. Judging from the waist tie, the last herdsman also wore a kilt, but one lacking a flaring panel. All four men probably had their own hair cropped close, but the last figure is too damaged to be certain of this detail. Like the man at the head of the third register, the first man here bends his arm at the elbow and holds the forearm across his body. The second herdsman places his left hand on the rump of the first bull and leads a polled animal by a rope held in his right hand. Next comes a man with his left hand on the rump of the second animal and his right hand hanging at his side. The last man places his left hand on the rump of the horned bull which precedes him, while his other arm hangs free. Above the backs of all three animals is the label m n jw, “young stable ox.”

West Wall

This short end wall (pl. 91a, fig. 80) is largely destroyed. At the right are the feet of a large figure of Khnumenti oriented towards the left and the bottom of his walking stick, both in medium high relief of good quality. In the bottom register before him are traces of the figures of three offering bearers in lower relief facing right. Above the last offering bearer at the left part of two more registers are preserved. The figure of an offering bearer at the left end of each of these partially preserved registers was evidently aligned with the last figure of...
in the bottom register. In all likelihood two additional offering bearers in front of the partly preserved figures balanced the figures of the other two offering bearers in the lowermost register. The last offering bearer in the lowest register and the two corresponding offering bearers above each held a tray of offerings aloft with the right hand. Part of a vessel(?) is visible on the tray of the topmost figure. On the tray of the offering bearer in the middle is the bottom of a small, flaring bowl, while the offerings on the tray of the figure in the lower register included a triangular loof. If the diagonal line to the right of this loof belongs to another flaring bowl, it is possible that a triangular loof appeared between two flaring bowls on the trays of both the middle and lowermost offering bearers. The topmost offering bearer has in addition a milk-jar hanging from his elbow on a sling, while the offering bearer in the middle has a large, filled, two-handled basket (only one handle is preserved) with a splay toward the bottom suspended by a cord from his elbow.

North Wall

The north wall (pl. 93b; fig. 94b) is lost except for part of the lowest register. The scene consisted of cattle being led to the left by attendants. The left end of the register is destroyed, and all that is preserved of the first animal are its headquarters. The wall itself ends some 27 cm to the left, and there was probably sufficient room for the figure of another herdsman, perhaps the stall overseer, at the head of the file. Walking behind the lead animal was a herdsman who probably placed a hand on its back. The next group on the right is similar to the first, though the animal is better preserved. The animal at the end of the file lacks an attendant, but may have been led by means of a short rope tied round its lower jaw.

Room III

This long east–west offering room (pl. 240) is entered by a door in the east end of the south wall. The room measures 1.81 by 5.19 m and its area is 9.45 sq. m.

South Wall

Although the south wall of Room III is destroyed to below the level of the decoration, a number of fragmentary reliefs found by Reisner in the debris of g 2374 probably derive from this wall. One fragment (pl. 36a; fig. 89c) shows at its left edge the end of a compartment list of offerings and on the right the tops of two columns of titles, all executed in a rather poor quality raised relief. The titles are as follows: (1) ‘[hot hnu-ws–qt] [Lem-as-2t Re Tut] [...], (2) ‘otp n-prty ywy qy tyby ndg yyp xly [...], (3) ‘inscriptions of priests’ of the pyramid (named) ‘the Son of Re Tet is enduring of places,’ [...]. (4) The hereditary prince and count, chief justice and vizier, overseer of [...]. The constituent signs of the titles face left and, given the character of the decorative scheme of east–west offering rooms at Giza, it is likely that the block came from a table scene located at the right (west) end of the south wall, where it would have stood above the head of a seated figure of the vizier at table, with his back to the false door.

West Wall

The west wall of the offering room is occupied by a false door (pl. 94; fig. 95) cut from a single block of fine white limestone. Originally the door was surmounted by a carved cornice and enclosed in a torus moulding. At a subsequent date, the upper part of the false door with the cornice was broken away, and it is now missing. The customary decoration of diagonal lashings and cross-lashings appears on a fragment of moulding preserved at the lower left. The door has three pairs of jambs of equal width, inscribed in sunk hieroglyphs for Khnumenti. Like the small sunk relief figures of the owner at the bottom of each jamb, the hieroglyphs face inward.

The lintel below the panel bears two horizontal lines of text. From right to left, they read: (1) hnt-tp nwt m ft gty m prwy Hm-nwt, (2) sntw fr ap-n hwm-nwt, (1) ‘royal chamberlain and royal master builder in both houses, Khnumenti, (2) one honored by the great god, Khnumenti.’

The inscriptions on the respective pairs of jambs are identical. Each jamb bears two columns of text and one short horizontal line at the bottom of the jamb. The figure in each instance has a shoulder-length wig, a chin beard, beaded collar, and short kilt with belt, waist tie, and flaring front panel. The hand in front holds a walking stick, knob end up, at a diagonal and the hanging rear hand a scepter. The figures are equal in height.

The tops of the two columns on the outer jambs are lost. What remains is as follows: (1) […] jpm-nt hnt-ttu b jpm-nt k3 tke nft(?) nwt jpm-nt lwtr hnt-tyby m ft (w)jnt wsh 3bb nftj(?) nwt jpm-n t3 ftn t3j nftj fr (2) […] ntr ytj jpm-n t3f ‘n ntr ytj jpm-n t3f b jnt nftj nftj t3j jpm-n t3f jpm-n jpm-n bybj sntw fr ap-n hwm-nwt, (3) Hm-nwt, (4) ‘overseer of the six great (law) courts, overseer of all works of the king, overseer of the

---

311 See above, pp. 10–17.
312 See above, p. 75, n. d.
313 See above, p. 79.
314 See Cherpion, Mastaba et hypogée, p. 46, § 5 m.
two granaries, master of secrets of every command of the king, beloved of his lord in his (viz. the king’s) Two Lands. (2) […] sole friend, overseer of scribes of royal records, favorite of the king in every work of his, overseer of the two treasures, one honored by the great god, lord of the west, (3) Khnumenti. The columns of text on the middle jambs also lack their beginning, which is perhaps to be restored as follows: (1) [Hip-s¢-nw¬ wîr nswt m ùr-nur ypp¬t in¬w¬f m nsw¬t nfr nrv nter¬ûr nswt mdyr nsw¬t nfr nrv (3)] nswt knmt, great god, lord of the west, (3) Khnumenti.

(2) w¡m¬w¢ r sn m ¢tp ∞r n†r-™£ flry-tp nswt mdw r∞yt ¡wn knmt, friend, overseer of scribes of royal records, favorite of the king in Anubis, Who-is-upon-His-Mountain, Lord of the Sacred Land, (3) Khnumenti.

The text is complete on the two shorter, inner jambs, which extend only as far as the lintel: (1) H«p-s¢-nw¬ wîr nswt m ùr-nur m s¢-nw¬t in¬w¬f m nsw¬t nfr nrv nter¬ûr nswt mdyr nsw¬t nfr nrv (3)] nswt knmt, great god, lord of the west, (3) Khnumenti. The text is complete on the two shorter, inner jambs, which extend only as far as the lintel: (1) H«p-s¢-nw¬ wîr nswt m ùr-nur m s¢-nw¬t in¬w¬f m nsw¬t nfr nrv nter¬ûr nswt mdyr nsw¬t nfr nrv (3)] nswt knmt, great god, lord of the west, (3) Khnumenti.

The text is complete on the two shorter, inner jambs, which extend only as far as the lintel: (1) H«p-s¢-nw¬ wîr nswt m ùr-nur m s¢-nw¬t in¬w¬f m nsw¬t nfr nrv nter¬ûr nswt mdyr nsw¬t nfr nrv (3)] nswt knmt, great god, lord of the west, (3) Khnumenti.

Another loose block found by Reisner shows parts of two superimposed registers (pl. 96a). In the lower register, the figure of a man with feet missing faces left and holds two bouquets of papyrus and lotus flowers before him in his right hand. In his left hand hanging behind, he holds an ill-defined offering dangling from a cord. His costume consists of a short wig with overlapping rows of curls and a short kilt with belt, waist tie, and overlap. Since he faces left, his figure most likely belongs to the north wall. The projecting ridge of stone at the right edge of the block identifies it as a corner block, so the figure probably brought up the tail end of a procession of similar figures, either that in the bottom register or one higher up on the same wall. In the register above are the feet of another figure, this time facing right. The unexpected shift in orientation would be explained, if the figure in the upper register presented offerings to the back of a large figure of Khnumenti (now destroyed) on the adjacent east wall. Scenes or parts of scenes in Old Kingdom tombs do occasionally extend onto an adjacent wall in a similar fashion.

**East Wall**

The east wall of the room is destroyed to the course below the bottom register. A loose stone with part of a bucthey scene on it found by Reisner may have belonged on the lower right side of the room, since such scenes commonly appear in bucthey registers, and the broad border on the right side of the block implies such a location (pl. 96b, fig. 91a). The broken area at the right of the border may represent all that remains of the projecting jamb on the east side of the doorway between Rooms II and III. As may be seen from the plan (fig. 3), both door jambs were cut in the same stone that forms the adjacent wall. Another reason for assigning the fragment to the east wall is the presence in the upper register of the partially preserved figure of an offering bearer walking towards the left. This is the wrong direction for a figure on the south wall, where the movement is from the right to the left, while the north wall of the room is also excluded from consideration because it bore a procession of a figure on the south wall, where the movement is from the right to the left, while the north wall of the room is also excluded from consideration because it bore a procession of a figure on the south wall, where the movement is from the right to the left, while the north wall of the room is also excluded from consideration because it bore a procession of a figure on the south wall, where the movement is from the right to the left, while the north wall of the room is also excluded from consideration because it bore a procession of a figure on the south wall, where the movement is from the right to the left, while the north wall of the room is also excluded from consideration because it bore a procession of a figure on the south wall, where the movement is from the right to the left, while the north wall of the room is also excluded from consideration because it bore a procession of
offering bearers in the bottom register. Furthermore, the style of the relief is inferior in quality to that on the north wall.

The relief fragment in question was identified and drawn by the Giza Mastabas Project but, as is evident from the drawing, the surface of the relief has undergone further deterioration in the intervening years since its discovery. Nevertheless, it can be seen from the photograph that the butcher in the bottom register leant to the left over the carcass of an ox. Behind him an assistant facing in the same direction carried a large basin, presumably for the blood of the sacrificed ox. Both men were dressed in short wigs and plain kilts, although in the case of the butcher, the rows of overlapping locks covering the surface of his wig had been carved. The butcher appears to have had a whetstone tucked into the back of his kilt. Above the slaughter scene ran a line of inscription of which only the end survived: ‘[her apir . . .]’ (pl. 98). See Montet,[122] ‘[Beining choice things . . .]’ (the royal) ‘master’ builder in both houses, Khnumenti.[123]

The offering bearer in the upper register held the diminutive figure of a bull on a rope. In front of the right leg of the bearer are traces that perhaps represent another animal. As previously noted, the looser block from the north wall with the legs of the figure facing right suggests that a large figure of Khnumenti, facing right towards the offering bearers in registers before him and the butchers in the extra register below his feet, occupied the left side of this wall.[124]

Serdab
In the masonry behind the west wall of Room I, north of Room II, and east of Room III, is a chamber which Reisner identified as a serdab (pl. 94a), even though the upper parts of its walls are destroyed along with any serdab slots that may have existed. It measures 1.55 by 2.1 meters and has an area of 3.25 square meters.

ASSOCIATED SHAFTS AND BURIAL CHAMBERS

Shaft G 2374 A
In the masonry behind the false door of Room III is shaft A, an unfinished cutting in the rock lined with masonry for a distance of about 6 m (fig. 93b). The shaft measures 2.15 by 1.97 m, and had been cut about 6 m into the rock, when the work was abandoned. There was no chamber at its bottom and the shaft was filled with clean masons’ debris. The upper courses of the west wall of G 2374 were actually built over the shaft and had to be removed in order to excavate it.

Since G 2374 A was never finished, Reisner concluded that Khnumenti’s actual burial took place in G 2385 A (pl. 97b, 98b, fig. 93), a sloping passage tomb cut in the lower rock terrace under the edge of the platform, roughly opposite the entrance to Khnumenti’s chapel. In part his conclusion was based on a process of exclusion, the burial place of Inti (G 2370 A) definitely being known from the inscriptions on his sarcophagus, and that of Mehi (G 2378 A) being virtually assured by its location under the east wall of his mastaba. Moreover, Khnumenti held a priesthood of King Teti, and a diorite bowl bearing Teti’s name was found in the debris in the burial chamber of G 2385 A.[125]

Shaft G 2385 A
Of Reisner’s type 9 A (1), sloping-passage tomb G 2385 A (fig. 93) descends from the east to terminate in a large chamber, in the floor of which a vertical shaft descends to the actual burial chamber.[126] The passage was originally plugged with stones, but was found open and filled with rubbish except for one long block at its lower end. The opening of the shaft at the upper end measured 1.05 by 2.2 m. The horizontal length of the sloping passage was 11.25 m, the angle of descent 28° 15’. The sloping length of the floor was 12.35 m and that of the roof 10.25 m. At the foot of the slope in the floor is a horizontal space 0.5 m wide (east-west). The upper chamber is entered near the middle of its east wall. The sloping drop from the end of the passage to the floor of the chamber is 0.8 m in height. The chamber is irregularly cut and measured 3 by 4 m with a height of 2.0 m. The area is 19.6 sq. m and the capacity 39.2 cu. m. In the southwest corner an oblong vertical shaft descends to the burial chamber. Three of its roofing slabs were found in place, while the fourth had been shoved aside (pl. 98b). The shaft to the lower chamber measures 2.55 by 1.0 m. It is 2.65 m to the roof of the lower chamber and 3.35 m to the floor. The lower chamber opens to the east of the shaft and measures 2.35 by 2.6 m. The height is 1.25 m and the area 6.6 sq. m with a capacity of 8.23 cu. m. The total floor area of the passage and upper and lower chambers is 26.2 sq. m, and the total capacity 47.45 cu. m. A rectangular coffins pit was sunk in a bench in the floor of the lower chamber. The bench measures 2.6 by 1.5 m and is 0.1 m in height, while the pit measured 2.45 by 0.85 meters and had a depth of 0.55 meters. It was roofed over with three stone slabs, but was found open and empty.

Inscribed on the shoulder of the translucent diorite bowl found by Reisner in Khnumenti’s burial chamber (pl. 108b, fig. 94a) was a single horizontal line of inscription: nswt b¡ty z£ R™ Tt¡ ™n∞ ∂t, ‘the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the Son of Re, Teti, living forever.’ The bowl is now in Boston.

From debris in the sloping passage came a number of carved limestone food cases (pls. 99a–102a). The cases consist of two parts, a lower case or receptacle and a fitting upper case or cover. The edges of the cases lack a rebate or groove and the upper case lay edge to edge on the lower cases with no evidence of fastening. Presumably they would have been tied together with cloth strips or string. The cases were originally painted yellow inside and out. In form the food cases represent pieces of meat, including ribs and the upper joint of the leg.

122 See Montet, Sais, pp. 191, 195, 196.
123 The zep has inadvertently placed the proposition m prwy. in instead of at the head of the propositional phrase m prwy. For the restoration at the beginning of the line, see above, p. 28.
124 For this arrangement, see p. 28 above.
125 See Reisner, ‘Description of Additions to Cemetery en Echelon,’ pp. 156–159.
126 Certain of Reisner’s measurements for shaft G 2374 A are manifestly incorrect. The measurements given here are based on the scale drawing in fig. 93b and are only approximate.
of an ox, trussed birds of varying sizes, and round cakes, in addition to an ovoid case which could represent either a cake or a piece of meat. Virtually identical food cases were found in a second burial chamber of the Senedjemib Complex, G 2381 Z. The hollows of the cases were large enough to have contained food offerings, and evidence from G 2381 Z, consisting of seventeen lots of animal and bird bones, suggest that they originally did.188

In addition to the bowl and the food cases, a number of miscellaneous items were found in the debris in the sloping shaft of G 2385 A. Without stating his reasons, Reisner felt that a fragmentary 102% of a statuette, a two alabaster busting core, blue glazed faience cylinder beads found together with one blue glass(? bead), and a wooden finger with plaster on the end were intrusive. He considered the wooden finger to be a Ptolemaic amulet.189

Register of Objects—G 2374 and G 2385 A
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Chapter 7: Khnumenti – © 2374

1. iwm knmt

"pillar of the house-folk"

2. imy-dh nswt

"favorite of the king"

3. imy-dh nswt m knu f nkbt

"favorite of the king in all works of his"

4. imy-r wrey

"overseer of the two workshops"

5. imy-r prwy-nwth

"overseer of the two houses of gold"

6. imy-r prwy-hfl

"overseer of the two treasures"

7. imy-n-hwt-wrt 6

"overseer of the six great (law) courts"

8. imy-n alby n nswt

"overseer of scribal records"

9. imy-n knwy

"overseer of the two grammaries"

10. imy-r hvw n hbt

"overseer of all works"

11. imy-r hvw ndw n wtw

"overseer of all works of the king"

12. Iry-p't

"hereditary prince"

13. nty nh f m tuncy f

"beloved of his lord in both his lands"

14. mdu drhy

"staff of the people"

15. mff p' nswt m prwy.

"royal master builder in both houses (Upper and Lower Egypt)"

16. hfr-f

"count"

17. hfr-si n wqf-mdw nh c n swt

"master of secrets of every command of the king"

18. hfr-si n nswt

"master of secrets of the king"

19. hfr-tj n nswt

"royal chamberlain"

20. smr wryy

"sole friend"

21. "[kfr hwb npr]

"in(spect of priests) of the pyramid [Enduring are the places of the Son of Re Te'i]"

22. tpr mb tpy.

"chief justice and vizier"

Titles Nos. 1 and 14 are commonly paired in Old Kingdom titulatures. Helck suggests an implied contrast between the laypw and knatw-bird as folk designations.131

With the reign of Te'i, all viziers bear title No. 21, shuf hwb-npy [Enduring are the places of the Son of Re Te'i], the highest available grade in the priestly hierarchy at the later Old Kingdom pyramid temples.132 Priesthoods of this type first appear in vizierial titulatures in the reign of Unis.133 Akhehabeti, who served as vizier in the early reign of Unis, was shuf hwb-npy of the pyramids of Neuserre, Menkauhor, and Izezi, and evidently the first vizier to hold the newer type of priesthood,134 but it is interesting to note that his
younger contemporary Senedjemib Mehi lacks any such title (below, p. 158).

In Khnumenti’s title, the figure of a squatting female offering bearer is appended as a determinative to the name of the pyramid. Wilke collected and discussed a number of such examples, the oldest of which involved the pyramid of Sahure, and furthermore argued that the royal pyramid was conceived as a female divinity in its own right:37 Subsequently, Gardiner confirmed Wilke’s contention.136

Unis was the first king to place $\text{at} \text{£} $ before his personal name in a cartouche, a custom that was followed by his successors, including Tetti, as is evident from the present title.137

Dependents of Khnumenti

The figures of three offering bearers surviving on the west wall of the anteroom to the south of the doorway to the vestibule are identified by name and title. All three are entitled $\text{hm-ks}$, “funerary priest,” and their names are as follows.

1. $\text{Mn-hy}$ (PN 1, p. 150, 4, “es bleibt ibhy”). Although the name is poorly attested, an official with this name and the title $\text{at} \text{pr-m£t} \text{pr-™£}$ is known.138 If Harpur’s date for the latter is correct, he could conceivably be our individual.139 In the absence of a title other than $\text{hm-ks}$ in c. 2374, certainty is lacking, however.

2. $\text{[K]} \text{£¡}$ (PN 1, p. 341, 15 and 16). Although $\text{£¡}$ (PN 1, p. 262, 3; 2, p. 380) cannot be entirely excluded from consideration, taking the available space into account, the more likely restoration appears to be $\text{K£¡}$, written either with the basket with handle or the embracing arms. $\text{K£¡}$, moreover, is by far the more common name.

3. $\text{Sn±m}$ (PN 1, p. 316, 20). The name is not especially common.140 A like-named $\text{at} ^* \text{mow} \text{£} \text{at-hr} \text{™£} \text{ªf£}$ seemingly appears in the tomb of Inti.144

---

137 See Beckerath, Königsnamen, p. 52.
138 Mariette, Mastabas, p. 378.
139 See also PM 32, pp. 546, 548.
140 See p. 87 (151) above.
141 See p. 87 (151) above.
Chapter 8: ANONYMOUS TOMBS G 2376–77

The sub-complex of Senedjemib Mehi stood on the east of G 2375. The nucleus was G 2378 on the north edge of the great court of the main complex and facing the court. As previously noted, this nucleus was built soon after G 2379 and before G 2374. At that time G 2375 was already in place with its open court and probably with its subsidiary mastaba or mastabas built in the court. The south wall of G 2378 was continued westwards to form the north side of the court of the Senedjemib Complex (pl. 103b; figs. 2, 3). The massive masonry (w-masonry) of this wall actually continued 1.5 m to the east face of G 2379, where it continued for about half a meter, before changing to small blocks (u-masonry). The irregular joint between the two kinds of masonry was concealed about half a meter, before changing to small blocks (u-masonry).

For what follows, see Reisner, Description of Additions to Cemetery en Echelon, p. 143.

2376 was built against the west side of G 2377 and was of the same length (pl. 102a, 104a). It was bounded on the south by the east–west stone wall that forms the north boundary of G 2374. On the north and west the retaining wall was built of small blocks of gray nummulitic masonry set in low courses to form a rough sloping surface (u-masonry) with a mud brick backing or casing on the west. The casing was continuous along the north side of G 2376 and 2377. The mastaba measured 7.65 by 7.35 m, and the area was 28.68 sq. m. It was preserved to a height of 3.20 m.

There was only one shaft, A, in the center of the mastaba (figs. 2, 3, 91b). It measured 1.17 by 1.04 m and was cut 17.8 m into the rock. Above it was lined with mud brick for 1.2 m and with masonry for 2.9 m. The total height of the lining was thus 4.1 m. The shaft was of type 6 a (1) with a long chamber parallel to the west side, opening flush with one end of the chamber. The chamber measured 1.6 by 1.2 m with a height of 1.65 m. The area was 3.02 sq. m. and the capacity 4.9 cu. m. It was found open and empty.

G 2377 was built against the west wall of G 2378 with G 2376 built against its own west wall (pl. 109b). With a retaining wall of u-masonry on the north and west, the superstructure covered the mud brick casing on the west wall of G 2378 and that along the north boundary wall of the court and G 2375. The mastaba measured 7.5 by 5.15 m, and the preserved height was 2.66 m. Its area was 36.73 sq. m. Along the north wall, the mud brick casing of G 2376 was continued to the west face of G 2378.

Once again there was only one shaft, A, just north of the center of the mastaba (figs. 2, 3, 91b). It measured 1.17 by 1.51 m and was cut 4.33 m into the bedrock. Above, it was lined with mud brick to a height of 1.0 m and with five courses of masonry above that to a height of 1.85, the total lining being 2.85 m in height. Also of type 6 a (2), the shaft again had a long chamber parallel to its west side. The dimensions of the chamber were 2.5 by 1.0 m with a height of 1.38 m. The area is 2.5 sq. m. and the capacity 3.41 cu. m. The shaft was found open. The body of an adult female with the skin well preserved was found lying extended on its back, head toward the north, arms by its sides, and with the bones of the legs badly broken. The body rested on debris consisting of rubbish and large stones that filled two-thirds of the chamber (pl. 102b) and, for this reason, Reisner though it might be intrusive. In the debris of the chamber were found six small model vessels from an "Opening of the Mouth" set (pl. 102c).

Register of Objects—G 2377 a

For stone vessel types, see GN 2, pp. 90–102.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reisner, Giza Diary 1912–1913, pp. 50–52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 See Reisner, Description of Additions to Cemetery en Echelon, p. 143.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 See ibid., p. 144.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 See Tomb Card G 2377 a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13–4–516 Model bowl with spreading sides and plain rim, slate, h. 2.8 cm, type OK Xb (pl. 102c, 1/2). Exp. Ph. c 3351 1/2
13–4–517 Model bowl with spreading sides and plain rim, slate, h. 2.8 cm, type OK Xb (pl. 102c, 2/4). Exp. Ph. c 3351 2/4
13–4–518 Model ovoid jar with flaring neck and flat base, slate, h. 5.5 cm, type OK XVc (pl. 102c, 2/3). Exp. Ph. c 3351 2/3
13–4–519 Model ovoid jar with flaring neck and flat base, quartzite, h. 5.3 cm, type OK XVc (pl. 102c, 2/5). Exp. Ph. c 3351 2/5
13–4–520 Model bowl with spreading sides and plain rim, quartzite, h. 2.7 cm, type OK Xb (pl. 102c, 1/1). Exp. Ph. c 3351 1/1
13–4–521 Model bowl with spreading sides and plain rim, hard grey stone, h. 2.2 cm, type OK Xb (pl. 102c, 1/3). Exp. Ph. c 3351 1/3
Chapter 9: SENEDJEMIB MEHI – G 2378

G 2378, the mastaba of Senedjemib MehI, eldest son of Senedjemib Ini, sits on an independent site on the north side of the paved court of G 2370 (pl. 104a, b, figs. 2, 3, 95c). According to Reisner G 2378 was built soon after G 2370 and before G 2374. At that time G 2375 was in place with its open court facing west. G 2378 was built over the eastern end of the court of G 2375. Moreover, its northern part overlay older constructions of mud brick represented by a series of rooms (pl. 104b). The mastaba received two additions on the west, G 2376 and G 2377. It was excavated by the Harvard–Boston Expedition in December, 1912.

G 2378 has a retaining wall or casing of different types of masonry and therefore belongs to Reisner’s type VIII a(2) or (3). The chapel is of the multiple room type (?), and consists of a pillared portico (Room I) and two interior rooms. Room II is an east–west corridor or anteroom, south of and parallel to the east–west offering room (Room III). It has a slot with a serdab behind its west wall.

The mastaba measures 23.8 x 12 m and has an area of 276 sq. m. The proportion of the length of the mastaba to the width is 1:1.92. The total floor area is 34.86 sq. m; the relation of the floor area of the chapel to the area of the mastaba is 1:7.91.

Portico

The embasure of the portico is nearly in the middle of the south facade of the mastaba, 2.75 m from the southwest corner and 3.1 m from the southeast corner (pl. 104a). The portico measures 1.8 x 5.9 m and has a total area of 10.06 sq. m. It was roofed with north slabs. The architrave was presumably supported by two columns on the pattern of G 2370. Except for a central pathway, however, the pavement of the portico had been torn up, and no traces of column bases were actually found (fig. 3). The bases, column shafts, and abacus which support the roof of the portico at present are modern creations made of concrete. On the other hand, the cavetto-and-abacus which support the roof of the portico in Reisner’s drawing (fig. 96). It has been restored modernly to its original position.

The embrasure of the portico is nearly in the middle of the south facade of the mastaba, 2.75 m from the southwest corner and 3.1 m from the southeast corner (pl. 104a). The portico measures 1.8 x 5.9 m and has a total area of 10.06 sq. m. It was roofed with north–south slabs. The architrave was presumably supported by two columns on the pattern of G 2370. Except for a central pathway, however, the pavement of the portico had been torn up, and no traces of column bases were actually found (fig. 3). The bases, column shafts, and abacus which support the roof of the portico at present are modern creations made of concrete. On the other hand, the cavetto-and-abacus cornice is ancient.5

portico

The portico of the mastaba of Senedjemib MehI, eldest son of Senedjemib Ini, sits on an independent site on the north side of the paved court of G 2370 (pl. 104a, b, figs. 2, 3, 95c). According to Reisner G 2378 was built soon after G 2370 and before G 2374. At that time G 2375 was in place with its open court facing west. G 2378 was built over the eastern end of the court of G 2375. Moreover, its northern part overlay older constructions of mud brick represented by a series of rooms (pl. 104b). The mastaba received two additions on the west, G 2376 and G 2377. It was excavated by the Harvard–Boston Expedition in December, 1912.

G 2378 has a retaining wall or casing of different types of masonry and therefore belongs to Reisner’s type VIII a(2) or (3). The chapel is of the multiple room type (?), and consists of a pillared portico (Room I) and two interior rooms. Room II is an east–west corridor or anteroom, south of and parallel to the east–west offering room (Room III). It has a slot with a serdab behind its west wall.

The mastaba measures 23.8 x 12 m and has an area of 276 sq. m. The proportion of the length of the mastaba to the width is 1:1.92. The total floor area is 34.86 sq. m; the relation of the floor area of the chapel to the area of the mastaba is 1:7.91.

Portico

The embasure of the portico is nearly in the middle of the south facade of the mastaba, 2.75 m from the southwest corner and 3.1 m from the southeast corner (pl. 104a). The portico measures 1.8 x 5.9 m and has a total area of 10.06 sq. m. It was roofed with north–south slabs. The architrave was presumably supported by two columns on the pattern of G 2370. Except for a central pathway, however, the pavement of the portico had been torn up, and no traces of column bases were actually found (fig. 3). The bases, column shafts, and abacus which support the roof of the portico at present are modern creations made of concrete. On the other hand, the cavetto-and-abacus cornice is ancient.5

Architrave

The architrave that spanned the embasure of the portico originally comprised three discrete pieces, one of which when found was broken in two (pl. 104a–c). It has been restored to its original position. It bears the following inscription between incised border lines: trp-nF hwy-‘n m‘tr tsh m‘tr tsh nswt brw (cf. G 2376–77 pl. 104a). Reisner assigned them the number 67. The upper part of the scene on the left (west) wall of the portico was divided in two by a long column of inscription which furnished the caption to the scene (pl. 104a, fig. 97). In the broader area to the right of the column MehI and a smaller figure, most likely that of a son, stood facing outwards (left), as if welcoming the marsh dwellers and offering bearers who approached them from its opposite side. At the time this wall was copied by Lepsius, the large block with the upper portion of MehI’s figure and the smaller figures of the marsh dwellers and bearers before him was displaced, and thus not included in his drawing (fig. 96). It has been restored modernly to its original position. MehI wears a short wig, a neat chin beard, and a short kilt with flaring front. He carries a long walking stick with knobbed end up in his right hand in front and a folded handkerchief in his left hand hanging behind. Over his short wig he wore a diadem with a double flower-knot. The details are not entirely clear, but the short end of the bow is turned down towards the ear, while a long streamer hangs down over the shoulder. In reality, there would probably have been a pair of flower-knots on either side of the head, each with a long and short streamer.7 This type of diadem is derived from the floral fillet worn by boatmen and is common to both men and women who wear it when engaged in a variety of outdoor activities.8 Traces indicate that a beaded collar formed part of his attire. The middle part of MehI’s figure is destroyed, and the smaller figure of the son badly damaged. Lepsius shows the son with head turned back towards his father and holding up an ill-defined object with his right hand in front, whereas traces visible today indicate that he, in fact, had both arms hanging at his sides. The object he supposedly held was probably in actuality the hieroglyph of the papyrus thicket at the bottom of the long columns of hieroglyphs, which served as the determinative of [T]w-mhjw, “[Lower Egypt].” Lepsius’ artist evidently misinterpreted traces of other signs above as the upper part of the object. Over MehI’s head and extending into the space before his face is an inscription which, on the basis of a parallel on the opposite

5 See Reisner, “Description of Additions to Cemetery at Echelon,” pp. 149–47.
6 Giza Diary 1912–1913, p. 36. The walls showed a yellowish-white plaster. The rooms were filled with stones, and there was no pit. The ends of a series of slabs, small, poor marbles were also to be seen in the excavation to the north of G 2376–77 (pl. 104a). Reisner assigned them the number c. 546.
7 See above, p. 11.
8 See above, p. 19.

8 L. D. Elgood, pl. 21 [lower].
9 In a few instances, where they rest on box lids or table tops, diadems are shown with a pair of double-flower-knots on opposite sides of the circlet, either with or without long streamers; e.g., Junker, Giza I, fig. 9; Hassan, Saiyer, p. 18. In addition to two pairs of knots with a long and short streamer each, a diadem in the tomb of Mentuhotep has a third double-flower-knot without streamers which presumably was positioned over the forehead, Mentuhotep I, pl. 10–11.
side wall, is probably to be restored as follows: *fjg.° nfr *Snfr-šd [rm f \l Ml[H]t] 11, [fn f, the true count [whose great name is] Senedjemib, and whose good name is Mehi].” This was undoubtedly preceded by other titles and epithets inscribed in columns, but the latter are now lost along with the upper portions of the wall.

Part of the caption to the scene appears on the restored block in front of Mehi’s face. With the aid of the presumably identical text on the opposite wall, it can be restored with some confidence as follows: [m h.t šd] fš mltb [. . .] fšt m ppnb [m h.t àw wó. w r.t fšt].”’

13  The opposite wall, it can be restored with some confidence as follows:

Although two blocks alone survive from Seshemnofer IV, the decorative scheme of whose portico appears to closely parallel that of Mehi. Although two blocks alone survive from Seshemnofer’s portico, one from its west and the other from its east side wall, one of these preserves parts of three contiguous registers with marsh dwellers in boats in the top and bottom registers and others on foot in the middle register.

15  It is not certain whether five or six registers of marsh dwellers were originally depicted on the west wall of the portico of c 2378. The present height of the reconstructed portico of c 2378 does not appear to allow for a sixth register. On the other hand, it is not clear on what grounds the modern reconstruction was made, since the walls of the portico were not preserved to their full height. The restoration of a sixth register would allow ample room for Mehi’s titles and would be more in keeping with the scale of the portico of c 2370, inasmuch as the height of the restored wall from the pavement line to the top of the decorated area in c 2378 would then be in the neighborhood of 4.66 m (fig. 98), and the corresponding part of the north wall of the portico of c 2370 apparently measured originally something like 4.70 m.13

19  The upper part of the first partially preserved register of marsh dwellers on the restored block is missing, but the legs and feet of two men remain. Whatever the first offering bearer may have carried is destroyed. The second evidently held a bunch of flowers or vegetables in his left hand and a wickerwork frail suspended from a cord in his other hand. The register below is complete and shows two men in a papyrus boat. The first man proffers a goose which he holds by the neck and wings. The man behind bears down heavily on a pole thrust into the water to propel the skiff forward, his knees bending under the effort. The prow of the boat is bowed down under the weight of a large object, possibly a rush basket with a squared bottom, but the stern curves sharply upwards. The first offering bearer in the next register holds a duck in the crook of his right arm, while his companion carries a calf. The lower parts of both figures are missing. The next register was carved on the missing block and is lost. As far as the lowermost register is concerned, only traces remain of two figures on foot bearing offerings. The first man held a bunch of flowers or vegetables in his hanging right hand. The two figures appear to be on the same scale as Mehi’s son. Boatmen and bearers alike appear to have been waggish. Scanty traces suggest they wore short, tight-fitting kilts.

20  Beneath Mehi’s feet two horizontal registers extend across the width of the wall (pl. 107). In the upper of the two registers, herdsmen in papyrus skiffs and their charges are seen crossing a stretch of water. The movement is again directed inwards and the episodes depicted here and in the lower register are linked to those on the wall above by their common locale. The prow and stern of the lead boat in the upper register bend upwards in a gentle curve. This boat has a crew of three who sit on their heels as they ply their egg-shaped paddles. Over their heads is a caption in a single horizontal line: *fi nfr-fl nfr-tg 1 fšw m sm-nb, “Row comrade, go slowly,” says the herdsman.” The next boat is different in form from the first in that both ends are bent up and backwards, but it also has a crew of three. The first man sits back on his heels and rows with a paddle; the second stands and faces backwards. This individual wears the headman’s mat kilt with an unfolded fringed part hanging down in front and extends his arm in the gesture of conjunction. The last man at the stern of the boat kneels and pulls a calf out of the water by its forelegs. The frightened animal looks back imploringly at its mother. The lower parts of the adult animals behind the boat are hidden in the water in which they swim. The first two cattle are polled, while the last three have long, curved horns. In two horizontal lines above

---

13  See L. E. S. Franke, Slaves of the Pharaohs, p. 35, for the distinction between paddles and oars.
14  The verb 91, *go slowly(?)”, see p. 42, n. 31 above. The orthography here with the aleph in the initial position is presumably an instance of graphic metathesis, similar to the epigraphic writings of \[\text{æm} m\] for \[\text{æm} m\].
15  Compare the legend assembled by Montet, Sthenus, p. 4.
16  See above, p. 34.
17  See above, p. 34.
18  See above, p. 34.
19  See below, p. 34.
20  See below, p. 34.
the heads of the swimming cattle is the headman's speech which, on
the basis of a parallel on the south wall of Inti's portico, is probably
to be restored: \[ \text{wbn i tw wbf} nn m Phó nḥ Paran, m \text{mnh}. \] \[\text{The channel}
has been prepared for the cattle.}\] When the crocodile is
re-paused, then the dead man is repulsed, says the herdsman.28

In the lower register, boatmen return home with their produce
after a day in the marshes.29 They propel their boats by means of long
punting poles.30 It seems from the traces that three boats were origi-
nally represented. The first is manned by three standing boatmen
who wield their poles diligently. The first man leans forward, bend-
ing both knees, and applies the force of his arms to the pole whose
top he grasps with both hands. His attitude is worth noting for his
body is drawn in a near approximation to true pro-

 consis of a shoulder-length wig and the semicircular kilt usual in
fishing and fishing scenes, the trapezoidal front panel destroyed, but
the overlapping folds, belt, and waist tie still evident.31 Above his
head are the remains of a horizontal line of large hieroglyphs which
probably read: \[ \text{[Snft-m-b nh f nft, \text{"Senedjem-b, his good name.\]}} \]

On a separate ground line above the curving prow of the boat
stands one of Mehî's sons. He is wigless, and it is clear from Lepsius's
drawing that he was dressed in a short kilt with flaring front panel.
He apparently held a sparse harpoon, blunt end up, in his left hand
before him. A short column of text probably occupied the space be-
tween his figure and the papyrus thicket at the right, but all that re-
 mains are a few damaged signs giving his name, which was better
preserved in Lepsius's day: \text{Snft-m-b, \text{"Senedjem-b.}}

Setting with both legs tucked under her at her husband's feet is
Mehî's wife. Before her face are traces of the signs that made up her
name, \[\text{[Het-f, kwš-s, \text{[\text{Khenem}]kau-s.}}\] It is clear from Lepsius's copy
that she held a blue lotus to her nose with her left hand, while the
other hand lay open in her lap. Except for the stem the lotus is now
destroyed, and her hand and head mostly lost. She wore a short wig
and over it a double flower-knot diadem with long streamers, which
is better preserved in Lepsius's copy.

Behind Mehî three attendants stand on separate groundlines.
The figure on the upper line is the most severely damaged of the
three but, like his fellows, he was presumably wigless and wore a kilt
with flaring front panel. Traces make it clear that he held something
in his hanging right hand, possibly a bird. Even though his rear hand
is destroyed, the foremost attendant on the lower groundline proba-
bly had both hands hanging empty at his sides, since the duck held
by the second individual otherwise fills the space between the two.
His title and name were inscribed in a column before him but all that
remains is: \text{al \text{t nw t m ft-lt-br, \text{"[person] scribe of royal records.}}}\]
The last attendant also appears to have held something in his hang-
ing right hand, perhaps a wickerwork staff, but the object itself is
destroyed, even though the cord from which it hung can still be made
out.

The stretch of water below the papyrus skiff teemed with aquatic
life. The fish from left to right are: destroyed, destroyed, a catfish(?),
destroyed, an eel, and an Oxyrhynchus fish (\text{Oxyrhynchus antiquus}). Further to the
right Lepsius saw a crocodile with mouth agape wait-
ing to devour a newborn hippopotamus calf. The motif is a popular
one in the Old Kingdom.32 Only the line of the crocodile's back and
the outline of the hippopotamus cow are still visible. From the angle
of its body, the fish to the right is probably a puffer fish.

At the far right a man in a papyrus boat fishes with a handnet.33
A well preserved example of the handnet in the tomb of Kagemni
consists of a pair of sticks crossed and lashed near the head end to
form a V with a third stick placed crosswise to act as a spreader, while
the projecting ends of the side were connected by a rope which formed one side of the mouth of the deep net that hung between the sticks. A few faint lines here indicate that the net was filled with small fry. As in the tomb of Kagemni, it is possible that another fisherman shared the boat, for other traces appear to show a fish caught on a line.

**North Wall, East of Entrance**

On the wall to the right of the entrance, Mehi was depicted with his wife, son, and attendants fowling in the marshes (pls. 109, fig. 102). The upper part of the wall was already destroyed in Lepsius’s day (fig. 100), and what survives has undergone further deterioration. The skiff is better preserved here than on the flanking wall. The stern is more elevated than the prow, and it is clearly fitted out with a wooden deck to protect Mehi and his wife from the water which would have seeped up through the bottom of such craft. A clump of swamp weed again fills the under the stern.

Mehi’s figure is destroyed above the waist. He stood facing left and would undoubtedly have held a throwstick aloft in his rear hand and decoys in the other. He apparently wore the same semicircular kilt with overlap and trapezoidal front panel as in the spear of swamp weed again. The boatman in the stern raises one heel and leans on his pole to thwart the figure of the second harpooner is damaged, so that it is impossible to know whether he too wore the kind of halter held up by the projecting ends of the side were connected by a rope which formed one side of the mouth of the deep net that hung between the sticks. A few faint lines here indicate that the net was filled with small fry. As in the tomb of Kagemni, it is possible that another fisherman shared the boat, for other traces appear to show a fish caught on a line.
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In 1842–43 the bottom of the wall, as high up as Mehi’s feet, alone remained in place (fig. 10a). Two fallen blocks also copied by Lepsius, the first with the upper part of Mehi’s figure, the second the isolated block with the figures of the marsh dwellers, have subsequently been returned to the wall, albeit not quite to their original places. In fig. 103 these blocks have been restored approximately to their original positions. There is considerable damage to Mehi’s figure, so it is not certain that his costume was identical in every respect to the portrayal on the opposite wall. Nonetheless, it is clear that he once again wore a double-flower knot diadem with streamer over a short wig and carried a walking stick knob-end up at a diagonal in his front hand. Above his head appears the identifying caption: buyr-ra ‘Sainu-ib re fr. 3 Mehi re safe. “The true count whose great name is Senedjemib and whose good name is Mehi.” Presumably here too, the space above would have been occupied by columns of text giving his titles and epithets. Before Mehi’s face is part of the long column of text that served as a caption to the scene. Assuming that it was identical to the column on the west wall, it probably read: [srt ns rt fr w3.wi] srt int m hsws m srs mw-tnw xw=k ‘um Ti-mhbu šrw(ā). “(Inspecting the work of the countryside and every good thing) which is brought from the hitherlands, from his countryside, his villages, [and his estates of Lower and Upper Egypt].”

The isolated block at the top of the wall preserves most of one register and parts of two more. The traces remaining in the uppermost register are difficult to make out. From the posture of the first marsh dweller, it is likely that he knelt in and paddled a papyrus skiff. The figure of the second individual is only represented by a few surviving lines, but it is possible that he held up a goose by the neck and wings. The first marsh dweller in the middle register carries two papyrus stalks with his left hand, the arm bent at the elbow and first closed on his chest, and a spayed basket in the hand hanging behind. The second man may have carried a small animal, since what appear to be a snout and ears (?) are to be made out at his right shoulder. Only the very top of the register below survives. It may similarly have contained two figures originally. All that is visible now is the top of the head and face of the marsh dweller at the right and part of the offering he carried.

The representations in the two broad registers under Mehi’s feet are badly weather worn. Enough remains though to show that the composition in both registers differs in a number of particulars from that on the opposite wall. For example, the lead skiff in the upper register is evidently propelled by punters rather than by rowers as on the west wall. In the middle of this skiff are the legs and feet of a standing figure who may have held up an offering to Mehi in his destroyed right hand. The upper part of his figure and that of the boatman in the prow are destroyed, but a broken line suggests that his left arm hung behind. Both punters were clearly poised in a deep crouch. Presumably the man in the prow, like his fellow in the stern, held his punting pole across his chest with one hand close to his head and the other hand close to his hip. As is the case with the harpoons of the hippopotamus hunters on the north wall of the papiroco to the east of the entrance, the punting poles here were apparently never carved. The figures in the second skiff are badly damaged, but there appear to have been only two occupants instead of the three as on the opposite wall. Traces suggest that the first man sat on his heels, and probably rowed with a paddle. The other individual clearly stood and faced backwards. He was almost certainly the headman making the gesture of conjuration, for his spell survives in the space over the head of the swimming cattle: wšt ỉ tḥw lfr mt lfr mt ḫỉn. “The channel has been prepared for the cattle. When the crocodile is repulsed, then the death of the crocodile is repulsed.” says the hemsan. As on the opposite wall a group of polled and long-haired cattle swims behind the boat, but the figure of the crocodile is omitted. The cail at the rear of the file appears to be confused or distracted, for it faces in the wrong direction.

The attitudes of the boatmen in the lower register likewise differ from those in the corresponding register on the west wall. Although the figures are badly damaged, they were much better preserved in Lepsius’s day (fig. 104a). The first and second men in the first papyrus skiff were punters, their knees bent, the pole held close to the top and lower down, in the case of the first man at chest height and in that of the second man close to the hip. The man at the stern faced in the opposite direction and evidently pushed on the top of his pole to propel or direct the boat. The attitudes of the boatmen in the other two skiffs show little variation and, even then, mostly in regard to how they hold the poles or where they place their feet. Once again, the poles of the first three punters, and evidently also of the punter at the prow of the second skiff, were never carved, in contrast to the poles of the punters on the right side of the register. The man in the center of the second skiff held a goose or duck in both arms in front. The figure of the calf lying down between his wide-spread legs is now completely destroyed. In contrast to the west wall, Lepsius’s artist shows the boatmen in this register dressed in the round-edged kilt with the belt-sash tied behind and the private parts exposed. The curvate outline at the stern of the last boat was also seen and drawn by Lepsius. It appears to be the raised arm and back of the head of a boatman who has fallen overboard and is hauling himself out of the water. This detail and that of the calf above, neither of which are part of the standard repertoire of motifs, may represent a rare instance of an ancient artist inserting his own personality into the composition, perhaps in this instance even with comical intent.

**Entrance**

Both the drum and the lintel over the entrance to the interior chapel were already missing when Lepsius cleared the mastaba. Flanking scenes of Mehi and his eldest son Senedjemib decorated both entrance thicknesses.

**Left (west) outer thickness**

The left thickness (pl. 112a, fig. 107) was in a somewhat better state of preservation when drawn by Lepsius (fig. 105). Mehi stands at the right facing outwards towards a smaller figure of a son. He holds...
a walking stick knob-end up at a diagonal in his right hand in front and a folded handkerchief in his hanging left hand behind. Over a mid-calf kilt with a flaring front panel and waist tie, he wears a leopard skin. His right hand (seen from the front) holding the walking stick is correctly rendered but, as is apparent from Lepsius’s sketch, the hand holding the handkerchief was a right hand (seen from the front) attached to the left shoulder.48 Mehi’s head has been destroyed, but it is likewise clear from Lepsius’s sketch that his wig was a short one, probably worn together with a double-flower knot diadem and streamers (of which one had survived), a chin beard, and a beaded collar. Lepsius also shows bracelets on Mehi’s hanging left arm which are no longer visible. The upper border of the leopard skin and the shoulder knot have likewise disappeared, but part of the ribbons dangling from the shoulder knot are still to be made out. There are also traces of the claws dangling from the leopard’s paws. A seemingly odd feature is the leopard’s head set on its side at waist level, but the same placement appears on the north entrance thickness of G 2370 and in a number of other instances both at Giza and Saqqara.49 Before Mehi’s face stood an inscription in four columns: (1) [...] imy-r¬t mflt] ntw (n × 2) [... mflt ntw] n m×flh(3), (1) [...] r nfh, (4) [...] bfr-é ur nwt nb; ‘(3) [...] overseer of all works of the king, (1) [...] favorite of the king] wherever he is, (3) [...] every day, (4) [... the true [count] whose good name is Mehi].’

Mehi’s son stands respectfully in his father’s presence with both hands hanging open at his sides. He is wigless and wears a short kilt with flaring front panel and waist tie. Over his head in four short lines stood the following inscription, which is still largely intact today: (1) [...] fnt nswt, (2) bfr-tp ntw nwt nh nb ntw, (3) n m pry, (4) Sflun-dh(3), (4) ‘His oldest son whom he loves, (2) the royal chamberlain and royal master builder (1) in both houses (Upper and Lower Egypt), (4) SMedjemib.’

Right (East) Outer Thickness

The right thickness (pl. 12b; figs. 108, 209) has sustained considerably more damage than the left thickness.50 As on the flanking wall, Mehi stands facing a smaller figure of his son. He is dressed in a leopard skin worn over a flaring, calf-length kilt and holds a walking stick knob-end up at a diagonal in his left hand before him. In contrast to the flanking figure which has a short wig, he wears a shoulder-length wig and carries a scepter in his right hand instead of a handkerchief. Traces of a chin beard remain. Mehi faces right but, as on the left thickness, the artist experienced trouble in the rendering of the hands. He correctly placed a left hand (seen from the front) holding the walking stick on the left arm, but incorrectly showed the right hand, as though it were seen from the front instead of the back. In a figure facing right the scepter normally passes in front of the body, whereas in a figure facing left it usually passes behind the body.51 It is clear from Lepsius’s sketch that in the present case the scepter passed behind the body, even though Mehi faces right. The outline of the leopard skin was better preserved in 1842–43, but Lepsius’s artist failed to draw or did not see the leopard’s head located just above Mehi’s waist.

Presumably as on the left thickness, an inscription of several short columns stood before Mehi’s face, but it had already been destroyed before Lepsius visited Giza. The same is true of the identifying inscription in horizontal lines over the son of which only the name [S]fmw-dh, [S]Smedjemib, preserved. As on the left thickness, the son stands deferentially before his father with both hands hanging open at his sides. He is identically garbed in beaded collar and short kilt with flaring front panel and wears his own short hair.

Room II

Room II, the east–west anteroom south of and parallel to Room III, is entered from the south at the east end of the south wall. A doorway to Room III occupies the east end of the north wall. The room measures 1.85 x 5.2 m. The area is 9.62 sq. m. and the proportion of the length of the room to the width is 2.05:1.66

Just beyond the outer entrance thicknesses were two inner thicknesses. Neither has survived to its full height, but cut in the better preserved western wall were four horizontal notches (figs. 109, 110; pl. 117a).52 Presumably the door pivot was also located on this side, so that the door swung back against this wall and the notches accommodated the battens at the rear of the door.53 The same feature appears in a number of other tombs at Giza.54 The eastern inner thickness appears to have been blank (fig. 108).

South wall, west of entrance

Mehi and his son Senedjemib stood at the right side of the wall facing left toward the entrance, viewing the presentation of animals in several registers before them (pl. 125, fig. 162).55 A good deal more of this wall was preserved in Lepsius’s time (fig. 110). Today only portions of the bottom two registers survive, and everything above the level of Mehi’s waist is lost. Assuming there were originally six registers on this wall, as there clearly were on the adjacent west wall, then the first preserved register in Lepsius’s plate would be the third.

Mehi wore a shoulder-length wig, chin beard, beaded collar, and short kilt with flaring front, belt, and waist tie. In his forward hand he held a walking stick at a diagonal, while in his hanging rear hand he has a handkerchief. The two outer beaded rows of his beaded collar appear to have been carved, although the individual beads were evidently not delineated.56 In this instance, the artist has correctly reversed the hands according to convention. The titles and epithets in columns that presumably filled the space above Mehi’s figure had disappeared by 1842–43, and only the end of the inscription in horizontal lines immediately above his head and before his face survived. The text is perhaps to be restored as follows: (1) bfr-é ‘[ur nwt nb]’

48 See HESP, pp. 724–725.
49 See above, p. 47 and n. 38.
50 LDI Ergotis, pl. 32 (lower).
51 HESP, pp. 724–725.
52 LDI, Text I, p. 33.
53 E.g., ibid., pp. 54, 59–60.
54 HESP, pl. 74 (front of decased, LDI, pl. 279 [c]), see PM3, p. 88.
55 In the details of Mehi’s head from this wall in LDI, pl. 289 (g), the two outer beaded rows of the broad collar are not indicated, but such details are also omitted from the portraits of Iuny and Neferefre reproduced on the same plate.
The smaller figure of the son has both hands at his sides and, although he is wigless, he is otherwise dressed in a fashion similar to his father. Over his head, in the space bordered by his father’s arm, walking stick, and kite, was an identifying inscription, which is still largely intact: (1) [true count] whose great name is Mehi.
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The Senedjemib Complex, Part 1

First Register. This register is now lost, but it may be seen in Lepsius’s drawing that two groups of three reapers are separated by a seventh man who stands erect. The field of grain is represented by a low rectangle without interior detail. The reapers bend forward to the right and grasp a sheaf of grain in their left hands. The sickles with which they cut the grain are held curve upwards in their other hands.48 The man in the middle holds his hands out before him in such a fashion as to suggest that he was occupied in removing a weed or strangely stalk from a bundle of grain.49 The two badly damaged figures on the edge of the field to the far left possibly represent a flute player and an overseer.50

In Lepsius’s drawing the standing reaper wears a very short round-edged kilt, whereas the other reapers appear to be naked except for a belt with a pendant element at the back. It is, in fact, possible that all the reapers originally wore the very short, round-edged kilt with belt-sash, a costume that is frequently adopted by field hands, here, as often, shown with the belt-sash tied behind,51 and that Lepsius’s draftsman has in the first case mistakenly omitted the tucked up flap and in the second case the curved edge of the kilt. He was evidently unaware of the nature of the garment, for he consistently shows the round-edged kilt without pendant loose ends both here and in the registers of agricultural workers below, whereas traces visible both then and now suggest that many of the workers were probably dressed in the round-edged kilt with the loose ends of the kilt either tied up behind or hanging down in front. Although a simple belt-sash with pendant ends tied in front or back is sometimes worn by field workers,52 the round-edged kilt is almost invariably worn with a belt-sash.

Second Register. A file of four donkeys loaded with panniers of grain was driven to the right by drovers and the young boys who served as their assistants.53 The better part of the figures of the first two donkeys visible in Lepsius’s plate, along with the drovers and their assistants, still survive, as do the forepart of the third donkey and the figure of an assistant. The taller figures of the drovers have served as their assistants.54 The better part of the figures of the first donkey, in the portion of the register that is now destroyed, had his left hand raised, perhaps to steady the load on the animal’s back. He appears to have had a stick tucked under his right arm and grasped the donkey’s tail with his right hand. Behind him were traces of a caption. The last donkey stumbled under the weight of its load. In Lepsius’s drawing its head nearly touches the ground and its front knees buckle from the weight of the burden. The young boy beside it lunged forward to grab the sacks with his left hand, as did the drover behind, who also pulled on the donkey’s tail with his other hand. His raised left hand may once have held a stick.

Third Register. On the right side of the register sheaves of grain were stacked up on the edge of the field. Lepsius drew two stacks, the left-hand stack higher than the other. It is possible that he was correct in this but, if so, the plaster in which the right-hand stack was apparently carved has fallen away, leaving only an indefinite outline. The posture adopted by the two men at the left makes their activity perfectly clear: the pair kneel on either side of a large sack filled with sheaves of grain and pull on the ropes that pass through loops at its top in order to close it.55 The ropes themselves though were never carved. The grain protrudes from the top of the sack, but the individual sheaves are not delineated.
The middle of the register is occupied by a herd of donkeys returning from the threshing floor, where they had been relieved of their sacks of grain. Five donkeys wait to be reloaded. The complete figure of the donkey in front wears a blanket on its back. One of the animals lowers its head to browse, while another turns around and brays at the drovers who approached from the left, but whose figures are now missing. Over the backs of the donkeys is a short label reading from right to left which probably represents the speech of the first man and seemingly reads: ropy w, “Get control, hurry!”

Four of the five drovers were drawn as a partially overlapping group. Their attitude was nearly identical with legs wide apart in a running attitude, arms bent at the elbow and swinging back and forth in keeping with their gait. Drovers usually carry sticks, but if they did so here, Lepsius’s artist has omitted them and shows their left hands open. He has omitted as well the right hands of all but the last drover, whose right hand is likewise open shown. Since he is set apart from the rest of the drovers, the man who ran in front was probably an overseer. He carried a long stick in his right hand.

Fourth Register. The threshing and winnowing floors are represented on either side of a large stack of grain. Four donkeys and two field hands were shown on a low rectangle which represented the threshing floor. The figures of donkeys and field hands are damaged and were so in 1843–45. The bottom of the register with the base line is lost in the space between blocks and only the upper line of the threshing floor is preserved. Although the field hands are shown with the head deeply in the grain on the threshing floor, the donkeys appear to stand on top of the sheaves. Three of the donkeys face right, and the foremost lowers his head to nibble at the grain. A fourth animal faces in the opposite direction. Field hands in threshing scenes generally brandish sticks to keep the animals moving, and it is possible that the smaller figure on the right of the threshing floor leaning forward to the left with both arms in front of him held together and loosely bent at the elbow wielded a stick held in both hands, even though Lepsius’s artist has again shown the hands open.

The field hand on the other side of the threshing floor holds out what may be a stalk of grain with his right hand to the donkey facing left, perhaps to entice it to move in the desired direction. He raises his other hand to his mouth as though shouting to attract his comrade’s attention. The top of the serdab slot intrudes between this field hand and the grain stack on the other side of which the winnowing process takes places. Although his head is at present destroyed together with his front arm and shoulder, it is clear from Lepsius’s copy that the field hand to the left of the grain stack faced right. He makes use of a pitchfork which he held high up on the shaft with his left hand and lower down with his right hand, close to the curved prongs. With the pitchfork he evidently transferred the grain from the stack to the winnowing floor. The winnower at the left stands with the upper part of the body bent over to the left and appears to hold the stub of two objects. The stubs may have belonged to a winnowing broom held in one hand and a pair of winnowing fans grasped in the other. The task of separating the wheat from the chaff was generally entrusted to men. Nevertheless, the piece of clothing projecting behind the waist may be an indication that this figure were the short, round-edged kilt with front flap tucked up that has already been discussed. Only occasionally do women wear this distinctly masculine garment. Alternatively it might represent the belt-sash tied at the back of the plain, short kilts occasionally worn by female workers, even though the bottom hem expected in such a garment is not visible here.

As previously mentioned, the left side of the register has suffered further deterioration since Lepsius copied the wall, and the figures of the two winnowers at the left end of the register no longer exist. Lepsius shows these figures with their own short hair, dressed in the plain, short kilts worn by male and female field hands alike. In his copy, however, the left-hand figure has what looks to be a pigtail at the back of the head, and it may be that this represents the ends of a cloth tied around the head to protect the hair from airborne chaff. Since men usually make do without a head covering of any kind, if correctly copied, this detail might indicate that this figure at least was that of a woman. The right-hand figure stood and faced right. From the position of the arms, which are brought together in front and sharply bent at the elbow, it is possible that the figure was passing grain and chaff through a sieve. The rectangular outline in front of the figure, extending from hands to ground, would then represent the sifted grains falling to the ground. The left-hand figure stoops over to the left. The position of the arms, which are extended horizontally in front at the height of the shoulders with the forearms bent obliquely, suggests that this figure threw wheat and chaff into the air with two pairs of winnowing fans held in the hands.

Fifth Register. A totally different subject is represented in this and the succeeding register: the slaughter of animals for the funerary meal and the opening phases of the ritual directed to the statues in the serdab. On the right side of the register, three figures face the serdab slot. The first individual holds up a goose by the neck and the opening phases of the ritual directed to the statues in the serdab. On the right side of the register, three figures face the serdab slot. The first individual holds up a goose by the neck and the other two pair winnowing fans in their hands. The artist appears to have experienced some difficulty with this portrayal. In his near or left hand, the figure holds the bird by the neck just below the head, while he grasps the bird’s wings with his far hand (actually a left hand seen from the back on an arm attached to the right shoulder). Properly speaking the wings should pass behind the figure, but instead the wing tips overlap his kilt. As a result the figure’s arms appear to cross in front of his body. Before his face is the label: zeb smw bik, “the dignitary and elder of the...
porch.” Unless it once occupied the destroyed space below the bird’s tail or that over his own head, his name was omitted.

The next man holds up two pieces of cloth. Before his face and figure are inscribed a title and name:  \textit{zkb.\ldots} \textit{Jnum(\textit{B}.)-tp}, “the dignitary and \ldots,” \textit{Khmum\textit{Ba}(.)-shep}. \textit{Zkb} does not usually occur alone in the Old Kingdom, being regularly paired with another, functional title as an indication of rank.\footnote{See \textit{PM} III, pp. 320–21 [270–92] (translated “judge”).} This is true, for example, in the titulary of the previous individual, \textit{\ldots} \textit{Smw (\textit{B}.)\textit{hnk}}, although no traces of signs are visible after \textit{\ldots} in the present case, the wall is worn here, and there is definitely space for a short title to have followed.\footnote{See above, p. 74.}

The last man holds a goose before him in both arms. Though there is definitely room for a title and name in front of his figure, no such caption survives.

The heads of all three individuals were close-cropped and wigless. Lepsius indicates they all wore a folded kilt with overlap, but this is no longer evident in the case of the second and third individuals. A curious feature is the concave overlap of the kilt worn by the first man.\footnote{See \textit{HES} p. 356.}

On the left of the soubi slot a steward, who faces right towards the slot, elevates a double-bell censor before him with his left hand. With his other hand he lifts the cover to release the incense smoke. He wears his own close-cropped hair and is dressed in a plain, tight-fitting kilt. Following closely on his heels is an attendant leading four sacrificial oxen. The latter carries a bundle of fodder over his left shoulder and holds a rope in his hanging rear hand which was tied round the jaw of the lead ox. His figure is badly damaged but, according to Lepsius, he was dressed like his companion. Between the two figures, Lepsius saw a third, smaller figure, the head of which alone is visible today. The near ox at the end of the line covers almost completely those behind, and only the heads and legs of the other oxen projected in front of the complete animal. As is usual, when two or more animals are shown, there is an insufficient number of legs for all the animals depicted.\footnote{See e.g. \textit{Suben}, Saba-\textit{am\textit{pt}}, p. 4.} The enigmatic caption in two short horizontal lines which is to be seen above the backs of the animals in Lepsius’s plate is now lost.

Sixth Register. Three animals are butchered. The details of the scene at the right are especially difficult to make out because of the poor state of preservation of this area of the wall. A bound animal, possibly an oryx because of the long, curved horns shown in profile, lies on the ground with its head to the left, while a butcher leans over it to the right. From parallels in other tombs it seems that he held a knife in his left hand, while his other hand is open and empty. The speech inscribed in the area before his face is only partially preserved today. As copied by Lepsius it reads: \textit{mn pr, “Hurry up!”}.\footnote{See \textit{Sc} 4, p. 239, 10} At the far right, standing beside the ramp of the animal, is another assistant who faces left and holds a foreleg over his right shoulder with his right hand. In his left hand hanging behind, he holds what was probably intended for a slab of ribs on a cord. His name is \textit{Hfrf\textit{m?-}w\textit{n}.}

In the second scene two butchers carve up the carcass of another animal shown on the ground, this time with its head to the right. The butcher on the right leans over the carcass to the left. With his right hand he thrusts a knife into the animal’s body, while holding its head steady with his left hand. The second butcher at the left facing right places his left foot on the animal’s bound legs and sharpens his knife with a whetstone. The whetstone in parallel scenes is usually attached to the belt by a cord but no cord is visible here.\footnote{Erman, \textit{Bib} 4, p. 139, 10–11.} The speech of the second butcher began in front of his face and continued behind his head; it was still largely intact in 1843–45: \textit{mfn pr stp-m\textit{nm} un, “Hurry up comrade, do (it)!”.}

Three figures and a bound ox make up the third scene at the left. The head of the ox is once again to the right. The assistant on the right places his right foot on the head of the ox and holds onto its horns to prevent the head from moving. The butcher behind the body of the ox faces the man at its head, and once again appears to be sharpening his knife. The assistant on the left places one foot on the bound legs of the animal and leans far back to the left, as if he were pulling hard on a rope tied around the legs, though the rope itself was never carried. He says: \textit{Pr stp stp un, “Do (it), make it happen, hurry.”}\footnote{Erman, \textit{Bib} 4, p. 139, 10–11.}

North Wall

At the left end of the north wall Lepsius copied a scene that showed Mehi, his wife, and their children standing and viewing the marsh and agricultural pursuits depicted in four registers and part of a fifth before them (fig. 112).\footnote{Erman, \textit{Bib} 4, p. 139, 10–11.} At present the figures of Mehi and his family, part of the bottom register, and the left ends of the two registers above are all that remains (pls. 115–17a; fig. 115).\footnote{See above, p. 44.}

Mehi wore a short wig, chin beard, headed collar, leopard skin, braclet on one wrist, and short kilt with flaring front. He carried a long walking stick in his left hand in front and a scepter in his hands. A damaged caption before his face appears to read \textit{stp-pr}, perhaps for \textit{stp\textit{m}}?, “choice cut,”\footnote{Erman, \textit{Bib} 4, p. 139, 10–11.} although Lepsius’s draftsman thought he saw walking legs after the word rather than the \textit{stp-\textit{m}}. The lower part of another butcher at the right is hidden behind the body of the oryx(?). The latter individual faces left towards the preceding figures. Both hands are raised before him, and he holds a knife in his right hand, while his other hand is open and empty. The speech inscribed in the area before his face is only partially preserved today. As copied by Lepsius it reads: \textit{wn pr, “Hurry up!”}.\footnote{Erman, \textit{Bib} 4, p. 139, 10–11.} At the far right, standing beside the ramp of the animal, is another assistant who faces left and holds a foreleg over his right shoulder with his right hand. In his left hand hanging behind, he holds what was probably intended for a slab of ribs on a cord. His name is \textit{Hfrf\textit{m?-}w\textit{n}.}

In the second scene two butchers carve up the carcass of another animal shown on the ground, this time with its head to the right. The butcher on the right leans over the carcass to the left. With his right hand he thrusts a knife into the animal’s body, while holding its head steady with his left hand. The second butcher at the left facing right places his left foot on the animal’s bound legs and sharpens his knife with a whetstone. The whetstone in parallel scenes is usually attached to the belt by a cord but no cord is visible here.\footnote{Erman, \textit{Bib} 4, p. 139, 10–11.} The speech of the second butcher began in front of his face and continued behind his head; it was still largely intact in 1843–45: \textit{mfn pr stp-m\textit{nm} un, “Hurry up comrade, do (it)!”.}

Three figures and a bound ox make up the third scene at the left. The head of the ox is once again to the right. The assistant on the right places his right foot on the head of the ox and holds onto its horns to prevent the head from moving. The butcher behind the body of the ox faces the man at its head, and once again appears to be sharpening his knife. The assistant on the left places one foot on the bound legs of the animal and leans far back to the left, as if he were pulling hard on a rope tied around the legs, though the rope itself was never carried. He says: \textit{Pr stp stp un, “Do (it), make it happen, hurry.”}\footnote{Erman, \textit{Bib} 4, p. 139, 10–11.}
hanging right hand. His short wig was covered with rows of overlapping locks of which traces still exist today. Worn over the wig was a flower-knot diadem with a long streamer which hung down over his shoulders. The streamer is still to be seen. According to Lepsius, the cir- clet of the diadem exhibited a scale pattern between horizontal borders, which perhaps represented cloisonné-work.244 The leopard skin was tied at the shoulder in an elaborate knot and belted at the waist.245 Details of the knot are visible in a photograph taken in 1930 (pl. 11). The leopard’s tail depends from the front edge of the skin. According to Lepsius’s drawing only one paw, which hung down be- low the hemline of the kilt between the legs in the position custom- arily reserved for the tail, was shown. Two claws visible today at the bottom edge of Mehi’s kilt do seem to verify the location of the paw. The positions of the paws and tail show considerable variation in Old Kingdom reliefs,246 and the current arrangement with the tail at the front of the vestment does find parallels.247

It may be assumed that several columns containing titles and epithets were originally inscribed over Mehi’s head, like those above his wife’s head, but these were lost even in Lepsius’s day. Only vestiges of the last signs of the identifying caption that Lepsius saw in front of Mehi’s face, and which read Mehi nfr nfr/, “Mehi, his good name,” remain at present.

Standing in front of Mehi was the small figure of a son who held on to his father’s walking stick, his other hand hanging open, his head turned back towards his parents and siblings. He was wigless and wore a beaded collar and short kilt with a low waist.105 Details of the knot are visible in a photograph taken in 1930 (pl. 115). The leopard skin hanging down. Her garment was the usual long, form- fitting dress extended from just above the ankles to just below the breasts, and held up by tapering shoulder straps. It is clear from Lepsius’s drawing that her costume also comprised a long wig with lappet fall- ing over the near shoulder, a diadem, a beaded collar, bracelets on one arm, and anklets. The design on the diadem consisted of verti- cally incised lines between horizontal borders. The pattern suggests a circle of metal with inlays of colored stone.108 Lepsius thought he saw two sedge-like rosettes at the front of the diadem, and two drawing that her costume also comprised a long wig with lappet fall- ing over the near shoulder, a diadem, a beaded collar, bracelets on one arm, and anklets. The design on the diadem consisted of verti- cally incised lines between horizontal borders. The pattern suggests a circle of metal with inlays of colored stone.108 Lepsius thought he saw two sedge-like rosettes at the front of the diadem, and two drawing that her costume also comprised a long wig with lappet fall- ing over the near shoulder, a diadem, a beaded collar, bracelets on one arm, and anklets. The design on the diadem consisted of verti- cally incised lines between horizontal borders. The pattern suggests a circle of metal with inlays of colored stone.108 Lepsius thought he saw two sedge-like rosettes at the front of the diadem, and two...
Behind Khentkaus is a small standing female figure dressed like her mother in a lappet wig and right-fitting dress. She holds on to Khentkaus's leg with her left hand and her other hand hangs free. Over her head are the words *湓t-sup-aט, “her daughter Khentkaus.”

Presumably there were six registers of scenes depicted before Mehi originally, as on the west wall of Room II.

First Register: Destroyed.

Second Register. At the left end of the second register Lepsius saw traces that probably formed part of a vineyard scene. The characteristic posture of the first preserved figure at the left in all likelihood identifies him as one of the four men who twist the poles attached to the ends of a sack filled with the pulp and skin of crushed grapes in opposite directions in order to squeeze out the remaining juice. To the right were additional traces which probably represent the treading vat and part of its pole framework along with the legs of two workers who trod on the grapes in the vat.

Reisner thought that a loose block found in G 2378 (pl. 117b; fig. 114) may well have belonged to the present scene. If the back of the loose block (which has not been located by us) was broken off at an angle, it could well have fitted onto one of the two blocks to the right of the fragmentary scene in Lepsius's plate which had clearly lost their carved surfaces and may have been broken off in a corresponding manner. At the broken left edge of the loose block is the damaged figure of a man walking to the left and carrying a filled basket. The lower part of his figure is lost, but it is clear that he was wigless, wore a plain, right-fitting kilt, and carried some object (a wicker basket?) on a cord over his right elbow. Behind him is the upper part of the figure of a worker kneeling at the foot of a trellis with both arms bent at the elbow and held parallel before him, as he picks grapes. The largely destroyed caption above the head of the man with the basket is perhaps to be restored [as p. 52, n. 223]. The label over the other man apparently read [as p. 52, n. 223], “picking grapes.”

Third Register. The entire register appears to have been devoted to a scene of trapping water-fowl. As at the left facing right was an overseer leaning on his staff. One hand was cupped over its top and the other extended along the shaft. His forward leg was bent, the heel raised, and the weight of his body distributed between the toes of his forward foot and the flat back foot. A fowler approaching from the rear brought a bird from the catch for his inspection. It is clear that the fowler grasped the bird by the neck with his left hand, but his other hand and arm were destroyed. The overseer evidently wore a short kilt with overlap and a belt-sash tied behind. Due to the location of the bird’s wings, it is not certain whether the fowler wore the same garment or instead the round-edged kilt with the belt-sash tied behind, as appears to be the case with the four haulers behind him. The haulers leant forward to the right with arms outstretched before them, as if preparing to pull on the cable whose other end would have been attached to the clapnet further to the right. Their knees were bent and they were balanced on the balls of their feet. In front of the haulers and facing them was a standing figure, his right arm raised to the height of his shoulders and his other arm hanging down behind. Both hands were destroyed, but he was probably the signalman who indicated with a hand signal when the net was full of birds. He was presumably dressed like the haulers, but only the sash around his waist survives. All the fowlers, like the workers, offering bearers, and officials in the other registers on this wall wore their own short-cut hair.

The area between the signalman and the net was destroyed, but it probably contained a stylized clump of foliage on the margin of the pool behind which the signalman crouched until standing up to deliver his signal. The startled birds in the hexagonal clapnet made a futile effort to escape. On the right, one of the two stakes that fastened the clapnet to the ground was visible. To the right of the clapnet, fowlers were shown crating birds. A yoke-bearer on the left runs away from the trap carrying what were undoubtedly wickerwork bird cages hanging from his yoke. He probably held on to both ropes just above the cages to keep the yoke steady, but Lepsius’s artist placed his figure so close to the man ahead that no room remained for his left forearm and hand or the cage hanging from the front of the yoke. A curved line suggests he wore the very short, round-edged kilt. The next fowler also proceeds to the right and holds two braces of birds. One of the birds in his forward hand beats its wings and tries to fly away. The last fowler, part of whose figure was destroyed, bent over to the left and added two more birds to the four already inside a wickerwork cage placed on the ground. Except for their heads and legs, the two birds behind are hidden by the two birds in front. One of the birds lowers his head as if to feed. The frets of the cage are not visible, but this is not surprising, since they were generally added in paint and are only sporadically preserved.

Fourth Register. This register contained the beginning of the agricultural sequence that was continued on the west wall of the room. Episodes of land preparation occupied the right half of the register. The upper part of the first figure at the right was lost, but he was probably a sower who scattered handfuls of seed to be covered by the plow and trodden into the soil by the hooves of the flock of sheep that would have followed. The ploughman bent over to the right and grasped both handles of the plow. His left foot was flat and his rear heel raised as he pushed the plough-head through the soil behind the team of oxen pulling the plough to the right. Over the oxen was probably written: as p. 52, n. 223, “Cultivating with a plough.”

All that remained of the figure behind the ploughman was a front leg overlapping the latter’s rear leg. It is possible that this...
figure represented the beater who regularly appears in such scenes gouging the oven forward with a stick held above his head or before him. 131 He is usually stationed directly behind or alongside the animals but occasionally appears further back close to the ploughman. 132 The flock of sheep were destroyed except for the horizontal horns of one hairy long-legged sheep or ram. (Ovis longipes palaeo-aggynata). 133 The figures of the two drovers who whipped the flock forward were preserved in part. The men ran to the right (note the raised heel of the man behind) and held whips aloft in a striking position. 134 For the postures of the flax harvesters, see Harpur, RecTrav and Animals, 24 (1902), pp. 44–45. 135 Although any other indication of the figures adopted by the beater, see also, ibid., fig. 136. For the displacement of the caption in this instance is perhaps to be explained by the intrusion of the lash of the whip held by the drover at the right into the area immediately above the head of the seated man. 136 The lower parts of these three figures and of the man behind them are preserved today. The first two workers bent over to the left. The first man evidently grasped bunches of flax in both hands; his companion also seems to have had both hands in front of him and was probably similarly occupied. The posture of the third man was more erect and, if Lepsius has drawn the position of his arms and hands correctly, he probably inspected a bunch of stems for weeds or scraggly stems, one of which he seems to be in the process of removing. 137 As can be seen from fig. 115, Lepsius’s artist was not correct in extending the bottom of the stems as far as his foot. The next figure was that of a fieldhand who walked to the right. From the position of his rear arm which was raised behind him and bent at the elbow with the palm open, it is likely that he carried a flax bundle to the worker at the edge of the field. The latter bent over to the left and knelt on a bundle of flax stems to hold them in place as he bound them together. Over his head was written: bent maj., “pulling up flax,” a caption which better describes the activities of the three field hands at the far left than his own. 138 The next man faced right with both arms raised in front of him and, like the third field hand, probably held a sheaf of flax in his right hand from which he removed a weed or useless stalk. Lepsius’s draftsman, however, neglected to draw in the sheaf. Since it reads demu maj., “binding flax,” the caption before his face probably belonged to the next field hand to the right, who sat on the ground with his knees drawn up to his chest. Two spare loops of twine were set before the latter who assumed a normal position for field hands engaged in binding the flax into sheaves. 139 The displacement of the caption in this instance was perhaps to be explained by the intrusion of the lash of the whip held by the drover at the right into the area immediately above the head of the seated man.

Fifth Register: At the left end of the register two crews of fisherman hauled on the drag ropes of a large seine net. 140 Only the left-hand crew still survives. It consists of five haulers, whereas that on the right originally had six haulers. The hauler at the left in the surviving group faces away from his fellows and is charged with raising the end of the net. He bends over to the left, his arms hanging down in front, and grasps the rope with both hands. He places his right foot against the end of the net, while balancing on his left foot. The next three fishermen haul the net towards the right. The arms of the last man are spread wide apart on the drag rope which he grasps with both hands as he leans to the right and balances on the balls of his feet, as if to apply all his weight to the rope. There is some overlap in the case of the next two figures who proceed with broad strides to the right. Their arms hang down on either side of their bodies, as they grasp the rope. The man on the right turns his head back to look at the haulers behind him, while the man at the end of the rope faces his comrades. He stands with the upper part of his body bent forward and, with both arms held before him, lifts up the coiled rope-end. According to Lepsius, the first hauler in the right-hand crew bent forward and downward to the right, simultaneously bending his forward knee so that the thigh was nearly horizontal and the foot flat, while the other leg was flung back to the rear to brace himself, the knee approaching the ground. 141 He hauled on the rope with both hands close together in front of him. The next four haulers strode to the left and grasped the rope with their arms extended on either side of their bodies. Three of the men walked together in a compact group with their figures overlapping, while the hauler in front was separated from them by a narrow space. The hauler at the rear of this group appears to have used a shoulder sling attached to the drag rope. The next two haulers looked backwards, as did the man who preceded them. The man at the end of the rope had his back to his fellows. He squatted to the right and gathered up the rope with both hands close together in front of him. An overseer, the better part of whose figure is still to be seen, stood between the two crews. He faced right and held an object, which from parallels was probably a catfish (Spondylos batranaei), in his extended left hand. In better preserved scenes the overseer seizes the venomous bony spine of the ventral fin in order to remove it. 142
According to Lepsius, most of the haulers wore the very short kilt with rounded edge and a belt-sash. Certain among them appear to have tied the belt-sash up behind. The man at the end of the right-hand cable, according to Lepsius, was dressed instead in a folded kilt with overlap, so too may have been the man with the shoulder sling. Given the state of the wall, it is not possible in every instance to check the details of the clothing. Nevertheless, the photograph (pl. 116) seems to show, in the case of the overseer, that the loose ends of the belt-sash hung down in front.

In the case of the sixth bearer in the second boat, the belt-sash hung down in front beneath the kilt: a long strip with parallel top and bottom and pointed ends to which were affixed the drag ropes. The right end of the net was already destroyed in Lepsius’s day. A series of semi-circular objects along the upper line of the net may represent the floats, in spite of the fact that Old Kingdom Boats were generally conical or pyramidal in shape.

The net was filled with fish. Even though the details are not always clear from Lepsius’s drawing, three boats at least one catfish, a mullet, a puffer fish, and a moonfish, are probably to be made out.

The right half of the register was occupied by boatmen returning from a day in the marshes. All this is lost at present. In Lepsius’s drawing the first papyrus craft at the left is largely destroyed, as is the prow of the second boat. The lashings passed around all three boats at regular intervals are plainly visible, and it is possible the upper edges of the body of the second and third boats were reinforced with rope or wood as well.

The man at the stern of the second boat sits back on his heels and guides it with his paddle. Lying in the hull of the craft is an animal, possibly an oryx given the preserved outline of its horns. The last craft is a small papyrus raft whose front end is clear of the water. It is occupied by one passenger and propelled by a man with a paddle, who again sits with his legs folded beneath him. The passenger scoops up to the left until his upper body is nearly parallel to the water. His hands appear to hang empty before him, but it is possible that he bent over to pick up a handnet that was held by a man with a paddle, who again sits with his legs folded beneath him. Lying in the hull of the second boat are generally conical or pyramidal in shape.

Sixth Register. A procession of fifteen men approached the figures of Meh and his family. Of the first seven figures only traces remain today. Nonetheless, Lepsius’s drawing clearly indicates that the procession was headed by four officials. The first individual, who stood with his hands at his sides, we had already encountered, as we will again. According to the short column of inscription before him, he was the ts¢m-k£ Qr, “dignitary and scribe, Hemakhti.” He was wigless and dressed in a calf-length kilt reflective of his age and station.

By contrast, the next three individuals wore short kilts with flaring front panels. The names and titles of the first two of these officials did not survive, but the foremost was evidently a scribe as well, for he appears to have carried a rolled papyrus in his hanging right hand. His other hand rested open at his chest in a gesture of respect and his left hand hung at his side. The last of the four officials also carried a papyrus roll with his right hand before him and a scribe’s palette under his left arm. The short label in front of him identifies him as the frn-sp-trt Stfn-wt, “granary attendant, Sene-djemeb.”

The next eleven men were offering bearers. The first man held two birds by the wings and papyrus stalks(?) over one shoulder. Behind his head bn-sq, “funerary priest,” was written, but the title may actually have belonged to the next bearer to the right. The latter individual ran with a yoke from which were suspended two cages, the contents of which were no longer visible.

He had his right arm draped over the crossbar to hold it steady and held the other end of the yoke with his left hand from below. In his right hand he held a jar(?) on a cord as well. Behind his head was another short label, bn-sq Qr, “the funerary priest Qer,” which may likewise have belonged to the succeeding figure, who held up a brace of birds by the wings. The figures of the last eight offering bearers survive to a varying extent. The fourth brought papyrus stalks(?) and led a small animal, the fifth carried a goose in both arms and papyrus stalks over the elbow; the sixth holds some sort of vegetable and led a calf; the seventh evidently carried a young animal in both arms in front; the eighth held lotus flowers(?) and carried ribs(?) on a cord, while leading a small oryx; the ninth bears a large animal of indeterminate species across his shoulders; the tenth held a brace of birds by the wings and another bird in his hanging hand; and the eleventh carried a goose in both arms before him. Even though shown on the same small scale as the other animals, the oryx from its horns appears to be a mature animal. Murray opined that the Egyptians had domesticated a special breed of dwarf animals, but this is most unlikely, the smallness of the animals perhaps being due, as she had previously remarked, to a convention of art that made them slightly smaller in comparison with the human figures in order to make the latter appear more important. Generally, animals are led by a rope, but the ropes appear never to have been carved in the present instance. Crudely scratched into the stone before the eighth bearer are two signs which might be construed to read mry-nt, “oversee,” followed by a trace of a vertical sign. Alternately, if the first sign were a sennu, “sparrow rather than an owl, the group might be read as a personal name, Wntr. The stance of the bird seems too erect for a sparrow, however.

According to Lepsius, most of the offering bearers were dressed in short, plain kilts. Still an overlap was or is visible on the kilts of the
third, sixth, eighth, and ninth figures, and it is possible that others of the kilts originally had an overlap. The costume of the man with the yoke, a very short, round-edged kilt may have distinguished him as a laborer from the other offering bearers.177

Fifth Register. The operations in a metallurgical workshop were the subject of this register (fig. 118).164 On the left the crude metal is weighed in a pair of scales prior to being issued to the metal-workers for processing. Two officials supervise the weighing. The first stands on the left side of the scales and bends over to the right to examine them. Although the balance arm was horizontal, one of the pans appears to be lower than the other. Captions to similar scenes make it clear that it was the pan which held the stone weights that, as a matter of custom, was shown as heavier than the pan that held the metal.165 The speech of the first man in the space over his head draws attention to this circumstance: mek ū “Look here!” On the opposite side of the scales the impy-n […] ftw “the overseer of the […] Fft,” sits on the ground with both legs drawn up before him, his right arm raised with the palm of the hand held open before his face, and with his other hand resting on a finished article at his feet, perhaps waiting to be weighed in its turn. His speech is largely destroyed.166

In the tomb of Mereruka, it is an impy-n pr, “overseer of the house” or “steward” who supervises the weighing out,167 but in the tomb of the vizier Mehi at Saqqara, it is an impy-n hfrw n pr-dh, “overseer of the metal workers of the estate,” who oversees the process.168 Similarly, an impy-n hfrw, “overseer of metalworkers,” holds a hand scale in the tomb of Ankhmahotep.169 Either pr or hfrw would fit the lexicon in Fft’s inscription.

The example in G 2378 is one of the earliest representations of an equal-arm balance on a stand, and it is all the more unfortunate that it is only known from Lepsius’s copy.170 Most Old Kingdom scenes of weighing involve a hand-held scales, but the balance-beam in the present case is suspended from the top of a stand. Of the stand-balances known from Old Kingdom relief scenes, Lepsius copied three; these include the present example (fig. 117a) and two others from the tombs of Rashespes at Saqqara (fig. 117b)171 and ly-mery at Gezir172. The last is now available in a modern facsimile (figs. 117c).173 Four other examples derive from the Unis causeway at Saqqara (fig. 117d),174 from the tomb of the vizier Mehi at the same site (fig. 117e)2378.

Third Register. Destroyed.

Fourth Register. The sculptor’s workshop in the badly damaged fourth register is known only from the sketch in the text volume of the Denkmäler (fig. 116a). On the right side of the register, a sculptor facing right works on a standing statue of Mehi depicted in profile and dressed in a short kilt.160 The statue is slightly over life-size, and the sculptor leans backwards and looks upwards, distributing the weight of his body between his right foot which is flat on the ground and the toes of his raised left foot. The head and arms of the statue were evidently not preserved when Lepsius copied the wall nor were the tools used by the sculptor, which were presumably a mallet and chisel. Like a second standing statue further to the left, this one appears to be that referred to by Lepsius157: “a standing figure facing right, and to its left a figure facing to the right steps up onto it with his left foot. The mound, or a low mound, looks like a low mound. The second of the two groups just referred to is set on this “mound,” as is the rear foot of the statue in the first group. Behind the second group another figure stands on the “mound” facing right, and to its left a figure facing to the right steps up onto it with his left foot. The “mound” is difficult to account for, and the only explanation that comes readily to mind is that the figures facing right on the “mound” represent statues on bases, and that Lepsius’s artist erroneously saw and drew the top line of the statue bases as one continuous, uneven line. The man stepping up on the “mound” would, in other words, have been stepping up on the rear of a statue base to work on the back of the statue before him. Still, this does not account for the diagonal element in front of him. Finally, it is possible that the group at the extreme left, consisting of a figure leaning slightly forward to the right and a rectangle outlined by two sets of parallel lines, represents a sculptor or painter working on a statue shrine.161

177 See above p. 43 and n. 125.
178 Ibid., Text, p. 41, fig. 55 (G 2378); L D 1, p. 748.
179 See Eaton-Knows, Representations of Statuaries, p. 122, cat. no. 11.
180 Ibid., p. 101, cat. no. 10.
181 See Rouet-Kästner, Representations of Statuaries, p. 122, cat. no. 11.
182 See above p. 125.
ance is suspended by means of a cord from a small hook from its base.175 In the scene from the Unis Causeway, the cross beam of the scale is damaged, but it is clear that, as in both the Unis and Ibi representations, the plummet line and bob are an integral part of the balance.176 This opens up the possibility that Lepsius thought it likely that there were four such brackets at right angles to a vertical board. The resulting balance is identical to the hand-held scales in the tombs of Ka-em-rehu, Ankhamon, and Mereruka.177 In the Unis Causeway, the balance is suspended by means of a cord from a small hook fixed in a short piece of wood projecting from the top of the stand. The plummet is hung against the vertical board. From each end of the cross beam a cord hangs which terminates in a hook from which the hemispherical scale pans are suspended. The parallelism of the plummet to the vertical board indicated whether or not the weights placed in the opposite pans were equal. Ibi’s balance is similar except that the vertical board is attached to the stand by what appears to be an L-shaped piece of metal, and the hook by which the bag-shaped pans are suspended is more prominent.177 Mehu’s balance is damaged, but it is clear that, as in both the Unis and Ibi representations, the plummet line and bob are an integral part of the balance.178 This opens up the possibility that Lepsius’ draftsman erred in his depiction of the scale-balances in G 3375 and mistook the vertical board and the plummet fastened against it for a second upright.

Behind Eff appeared seven smelters. The six smiths to the right with blowpipes to their mouths knelt around a crucible. In the Old Kingdom dwarfs served as clothes, musicians, dancers, and keepers of pets animals,180 but they are also commonly represented in scenes of jewelry making.181 Even though Lepsius’ artist has only drawn their outline, the dwarfs probably sat on splay-leg stools.182 The stools in the lower scene were quite a bit higher than those in the upper. Each pair of dwarfs held up between them a piece of jewelry, most likely beaded collars, which though Lepsius probably saw from their shape either chokers, bracelets or stolas, were to be seen, but it is impossible to confirm because of the nature of Egyptian drawing conventions. In the tomb of the dwarf Hennu, an overseer stood on the other side of the circle of metalworkers an overseer stood in a relaxed position with both feet flat on the ground leaning on his walking stick with his left hand placed on its top and his right hand further down along its shaft. It is possible that the text over the right-hand group of smelters represented his speech, since the signs terminated just in front of his face and seem to proceed from his mouth.

Sixth Register. In each of two narrow sub-registers at the left, separated by a vertical line from the rest of the register, a pair of dwarfs assembled beaded collars. In the Old Kingdom dwarfs served as clothes, musicians, dancers, and keepers of pets animals, but they are also commonly represented in scenes of jewelry making. Even though Lepsius’ artist has only drawn their outline, the dwarfs probably sat on splay-leg stools. The stools in the lower scene were quite a bit higher than those in the upper. Each pair of dwarfs held up between them a piece of jewelry, most likely beaded collars, which they were probably in the process of stringing. The middle parts of the collars rested upon low, rectangular tables provided with struts. Above the collar in the upper sub-register, two other pieces of jewelry, from their shape either chokers, bracelets or stolas, were to be seen, but it is impossible to confirm because of the nature of Egyptian drawing conventions. In the tomb of the dwarf Hennu, an overseer stood in a relaxed position with both feet flat on the ground leaning on his walking stick with his left hand placed on its top and his right hand further down along its shaft. It is possible that the text over the right-hand group of smelters represented his speech, since the signs terminated just in front of his face and seem to proceed from his mouth.

In the depictions of hand-held scales in the tombs of Ankhamon and Mereruka the hook assumes the form of a human arm and fist. The same is true of Mehu’s stand’s balance.
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the head, the kneeling man held a jar with his left hand and thrust his other hand into the jar. Over his head was written: *wd d(w)*, "applying clay."190 It seems likely that he was doing just that, lining the interior of the jar with a fine clay in order to render it less porous.190 His companion to the right had both arms held up before him and was evidently working something between his hands, possibly clay taken from the circular mass at his feet. Once again the legend provides a clue to his activity: *sft shb*, "kneading clay."199 The clay was probably intended for the cone-shaped stoppers of the big beer jars that were lined up in two parallel rows before him. Most of these were already sealed. Oppo-
site, however, a man bent over the jars to the left with both arms hanging down in front of him. Damage has obscured what he held but, if the legend above originally read *mr b‘y‘ y’t ‘the filling up of b‘er’s*"192 as seems likely, he probably decanted beer from a small jar into an as yet unsealed beer jar before him. Behind him a developed figure facing left adopted a similar pose. On the basis of a parallel representation in a tomb at Meir, it is possible that he was supplying the jars with their cone-shaped stoppers, although the presumed jar at his feet was also destroyed.193 Of the caption over his head traces almost certainly remain.

Further to the right two more individuals bent face to face to over their tasks. On account of the longer hair and the clot hand around the head, the kneeling figure on the left was probably that of a

woman. She sat on her heels, leaned forward to the right, and had both arms extended before her. Her hands and the surrounding area were destroyed and the task she was engaged in is therefore not readily apparent. The last figure on the right sat facing left with knees drawn up, hands likewise held out in front, and grasped an ill-defined object. It is likely that the legend over the latter figure is to be restored *ḥṣl w:dj ḏwr*w*, "sifting flour."194 In the event, the figure would have been holding a sieve from which sifted flour fell. Since a group composed of face-to-face figures of two women grinding and sifting is a stock motif of baking and brewing, the figure on the left in all probability would then have been grinding grain on a quern.195 If this was indeed the case, the unintelligible legend above the head of the woman on the left probably should be emended to read: *nwḥ*b* ‘grinding.’

South Wall, East of Entrance

The south wall to the east of the entrance to Room II was occupied by a developed presentation scene in which Mehi, accompanied by his wife, surveys the bringing in of cattle and the rendering of accounts, while the couple are entertained by dancers, singers, and musicians. In 1842–43 the three lowest registers on the wall were still essentially complete (fig. 118b).196 The two registers above were badly damaged, however, and Lepsius provides only a sketch of these (fig. 118a).196 At present only the bottom two registers are still largely intact, while the upper part of Mehi’s figure is lost (pl. 118, 1924-6, fig. 119).

At the left end of the wall, Mehi sat in an armchair facing right toward the entrance. The armchair had plain side panels, the side rails terminated in papyrus flowers, and the bull’s legs rested on frustrum-shaped supports.196 Mehi’s costume consisted of a shoulder-length wig which covered his ears, a chin beard, a beaded collar, and a short kilt whose flaring front panel projected stiffly upwards. His right arm was draped over the arm of the chair and his left hand outstretched to receive the document of accounts presented by the official before him.197 The legend to the scene was presumably contained in the first of several short columns of hieroglyphs which once filled the space above his head, but was lost along with any titles and epithets that followed. All that remained were two lines of hieroglyphs over the top of his head: (1) *ḥṣm*n w:t* Shm[b]-, (2) *mtf n.f Meḥi*, (1) ‘the true count Senedjemib, (2) whose good name is Mehi.’

Mehi’s wife sits at his feet with both legs tucked under her. As may be seen from Lepsius’s drawing, she wore the usual form-fitting garment with tapering shoulder straps, a short wig, a diadem with streamer, and a beaded collar. One hand rests open on her chest, while the other grasped Mehi’s forward leg. Over her head is
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194 See Montet, Sevès, p. 271; Vandueren, Manuel 4, pp. 295–96; Helck, Brun, p. 56; Schäfermann, Katalog, p. 43, fig. 37–46. So is the fine grey clayDel to be the small vessels, magical bricks, and figurines, but especially for door and box sealings; see e.g., Mogensen, introduction to Pottery, see e.g., Mast. 24, should be consulted. For the frustrum-shaped supports, see above, p. 71 and n. 504.
193 Montet, Sevès, pp. 254–55, note our reference and a Middle Kingdom parallel (Abydos 5, pl. 25, 4), which shows the prenomen to put making. Two men knead clay with their feet and a third does the same with his hands. The pair of men is captioned *ḥṣl śm hen ‘the true count Senedjemib,* and the individual figures have *ḥṣl* ‘kneading (mud)’ logo. On the other hand, Harris, Materials, p. 270, feels that *ḥṣl* is a material at all but must refer to ‘bodily fabric,’ ‘constructive,’ ‘toes’ or the like. He suggests that *ḥṣl* and *ḍrr* together may refer to the appli-
cation of the dip and the smoothing of the fabric. On the Bun Hauw legends, see also ibid., p. 137, and Del. Arnold, MDAIK 32 (1976), p. 4, who translates the same legends respectively ‘to strike the mud’ and ‘to strike the wedging mass.’ cf. Arnold and Bourriau, eds., Introduction to Pottery, p. 25.
192 Montet, Sevès, p. 271; for parallels to *ḥṣl* see e.g., Mogensen, Mat. 45, p. 35, fig. 32; Hassan, Glas, fig. 189, Nianchchnum, p. 75, pl. 22.
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Hands was more important than the sound produced by the voice.206 The three figures of the singers, just as destroyed. In all likelihood probably indicated the presence of a third singer whose figure was broad lacuna between this figure and the last of the dancers, where it remained at the right end of this register. Although the upper parts of the first two figures on the left were destroyed, both clearly knelt on one knee with buttocks resting on their heels. The last two figures, on the other hand, sat back with both legs tucked under them, a position generally assumed by women.202 They had their right hands closed on their chests and their left hands resting palm open in their laps. Due to the extensive damage to the register the role played by these four figures is unclear.

Second Register. The contents of this register and the next are known only from Lepsius’s sketch (fig. 184a). Vestiges of four figures remained at the right end of this register. Although the upper parts of the first two figures on the left were destroyed, both clearly knelt in their laps. Due to the extensive damage to the register the role played by these two figures is unknown.

Hands was more important than the sound produced by the voice.206 The three figures of the singers, just as destroyed. In all likelihood probably indicated the presence of a third singer whose figure was broad lacuna between this figure and the last of the dancers, where it remained at the right end of this register. Although the upper parts of the first two figures on the left were destroyed, both clearly knelt on one knee with buttocks resting on their heels. The last two figures, on the other hand, sat back with both legs tucked under them, a position generally assumed by women.202 They had their right hands closed on their chests and their left hands resting palm open in their laps. Due to the extensive damage to the register the role played by these four figures is unclear.

Third Register. Lepsius copied seven incomplete standing figures, all facing left. Of the captions which once presumably appeared before each of the first five figures, only a single sign survived. Given the context, it probably represented the draftsman determinative of the verb ib, “dancing,”207 and, in point of fact, the front foot of each figure is poised on the toe in a dance step.208 Before the last of the standing figures at the right but, “singing,” was written.209 The penultimate figure lacked a caption, but ibt appeared once again in the broad lacuna between this figure and the last of the dancers, where it probably indicated the presence of a third singer whose figure was destroyed. In all likelihood ibt was originally written before each of the three figures of the singers, just as ib was before those of the dancers. As Montet very well observed, the arm which determines the word ibt shows that the hands were the principal instrument of the singer, while the noise produced by rhythmically clapping the hands was more important than the sound produced by the voice.210 The arms of the singers are destroyed, but presumably they did indeed mark the rhythm by clapping their hands.202

The upper part of the dancer’s bodies are missing, but it may be assumed that they held their arms overhead in a circular movement, the upturned palms almost meeting.208 In the scenes of singing and dancing found in many Old Kingdom tombs, bare-breasted women with arms upraised, dressed in short skirts are accompanied by fully clothed women who clap their hands and sing in accompaniment.202 As may be seen in Lepsius’s drawing four at least of the five dancers appear to have been dressed in short skirts. But Lepsius shows the singing women in short skirts as well, a much rarer feature.202

Fifth Register. This and the bottom register contain the principal theme of this wall: the rendering of accounts, in the course of which the village headmen are interrogated and the cattle in their charge inspected. At the left the ibt mery3 m3s Hm-n3y, “dignitary and overseer of scribes, Hemakhti,” held out a papyrus scroll for inspection. Today his head and titulary are lost. Like the officials and village headmen who follow, Hemakhti was wigless, but unlike these

Fourth Register. Seven musicians and singers sat on the ground in the ordinary male posture with one knee raised and the buttock resting on the heel of the other foot.215 The musician closest to Mehi leant slightly forward with the fingers of both hands splayed on the strings of a vertical harp. Here, as in the tomb of Senedjemib Inti, the entire instrument is drawn in profile.215 Over the head of the harper and before his face ibt up, “singing and plucking (the string),” was inscribed.215 The figures of the next three individuals to the right are partially preserved today. The first man apparently rested both hands on his raised knee. The legend above his head, already damaged in Lepsius’s drawing and now destroyed, tells us that he was ibt lr, “singing.” The next two men were flutists. The first holds his flute at an angle across his body. His instrument is a long side-blowed or transverse flute.215 Both hands are placed at the lower extremity of the flute, presumably to finger the holes located there. To the left of his head was the word ib, “playing (the flute).”215 Thereafter there was probably room for the word for transverse flute, and the original caption may thus have read: ib (ib) t, “playing the transverse flute.”215 The placement of the t suggests that the initial signs of the word preceded it above, while the determinative followed it below. The companion of the flutist to the right played a shorter end-blown instrument which he held nearly parallel to the ground, while fingering its holes. The caption above his head was in fact in 1843–44 and read: ib m3t, “playing the double clarinet.”216 His instrument probably consisted of two symmetrical tubes tied together and pierced with holes at regular intervals.216 To the right of these two musicians was a second harper who again leant forward slightly as he plucked the strings of his harp. The caption before his face likewise reflected his activity: up, “plucking (the strings).” The next man to the right was probably another singer. He extended both hands before him, but his specific role is obscured by damage to the label above: mbr ( [. . . ] t, “giving [. . . ] singing.”215 The last man, who was also a singer, placed one hand open on his chest, while the other rested in his lap. Over his head was written but, “singing.”

Fourth Register. Seven musicians and singers sat on the ground in the ordinary male posture with one knee raised and the buttock resting on the heel of the other foot.215 The musician closest to Mehi leant slightly forward with the fingers of both hands splayed on the strings of a vertical harp. Here, as in the tomb of Senedjemib Inti, the entire instrument is drawn in profile.215 Over the head of the harper and before his face ibt up, “singing and plucking (the string),” was inscribed.215 The figures of the next three individuals to the right are partially preserved today. The first man apparently rested both hands on his raised knee. The legend above his head, already damaged in Lepsius’s drawing and now destroyed, tells us that he was ibt lr, “singing.” The next two men were flutists. The first holds his flute at an angle across his body. His instrument is a long side-blowed or transverse flute.215 Both hands are placed at the lower extremity of the flute, presumably to finger the holes located there. To the left of his head was the word ib, “playing (the flute).”215 Thereafter there was probably room for the word for transverse flute, and the original caption may thus have read: ib (ib) t, “playing the transverse flute.”215 The placement of the t suggests that the initial signs of the word preceded it above, while the determinative followed it below. The companion of the flutist to the right played a shorter end-blown instrument which he held nearly parallel to the ground, while fingering its holes. The caption above his head was in fact in 1843–44 and read: ib m3t, “playing the double clarinet.”216 His instrument probably consisted of two symmetrical tubes tied together and pierced with holes at regular intervals.216 To the right of these two musicians was a second harper who again leant forward slightly as he plucked the strings of his harp. The caption before his face likewise reflected his activity: up, “plucking (the strings).” The next man to the right was probably another singer. He extended both hands before him, but his specific role is obscured by damage to the label above: mbr ( [. . . ] t, “giving [. . . ] singing.”215 The last man, who was also a singer, placed one hand open on his chest, while the other rested in his lap. Over his head was written but, “singing.”

Fifth Register. This and the bottom register contain the principal theme of this wall: the rendering of accounts, in the course of which the village headmen are interrogated and the cattle in their charge inspected.216 At the left the ibt mery3 m3s Hm-n3y, “dignitary and overseer of scribes, Hemakhti,” held out a papyrus scroll for inspection. Today his head and titulary are lost. Like the officials and village headmen who follow, Hemakhti was wigless, but unlike these
individuals, he is dressed in a calf-length kilt indicative of his age and station. The figure of the official to the right was already damaged in 1842–43, and his function is not apparent, though it is clear from Lepsius’s plate that his left hand was raised to the level of his chest. The third official, who holds a stick in his right hand, takes the lead headman by the scruff of the neck and roughly ushers him into Mehi’s presence. The headman bows low to the ground and clasps his hands together in supplication. The next two village headmen are escorted by an official who walks between them. Their bodies are bent forward parallel to the ground, or nearly so, and the official keeps them in this uncomfortable posture by the pressure of his right hand placed on the top of the head of the man preceding and of his left hand on the neck of the headman behind. In both cases their arms hang down in front of them, while the headman behind steadies himself with one hand placed on the ground. Over the backs of the first and second headmen was a short text, now damaged, that read from left to right: ‘Ip ef, nave, studying the village headmen. Two other officials bring up the rear of the procession, the first a scribe who makes notations with a reed pen held in his left hand on a writing board held up before him on his palm of his open right hand. The left arm of the last official is now destroyed, but photographs taken in 1931 (pl. 118, 216b) indicate that Lepsius’s draftsman was correct in showing him with a scribal palette or possibly a roll of papyrus tucked under this arm.668

As may still be seen, his right hand hung open at his side. Except for Hemakht, the officials in this register all wear short kilts with flaring front panels, whereas the first village headman appears to wear a plain, tight-fitting kilt. Although only belts and waist ties are preserved in the case of the other two, their bodies are indicated.669 Close behind him a herdsman who leads a bull by a rope held in his right hand. With his right hand closed on his chest in a gesture of respect, he likewise bows to the couple. Lepsius’s drawing shows him with a bundle of fodder (?) in his right hand, but the draftsman may have been misled by the stony inclusion before the man’s face.667 The bull is a prize animal and, judging from traces and parallel representations, wore a large bivalve shell on a rope collar around his neck.669 The ropes attached to its lower jaw and collar are largely lost in the spaces between the masonry joints. Further to the right another herdsman places his right hand on the back of the first bull prompting it to move forward, and leads a second bull on a rope (destroyed) with his left hand. The second bull is also fattened and had a rope collar, but this time the individual strands of rope are indicated.670 As in the case of the first bull, the leading rein and rope attached to the animal’s jaw were lost when the plaster fell out of the bedding joints. Lepsius shows a non-descript object hanging from the collar, and this bull too may have been adorned with a shell. The last animal followed without an attendant. It is largely destroyed today, but from Lepsius’s drawing it looks as though it may have worn a collar that resembled the so-called Isis-knot.670 All three animals seem to belong to the same short-legged species, since above the back of each is written wr tw, “young stable ox,”671 but the last individual unlike the other two was hornless and apparently polled.

Sixth Register. As the left end of the register, the noun pt–ip–ípa, “elder of the house, Pth-hpspsb,” bows to Mehi and Khentkaus. Lepsius actually has Pth–bpy, but the Ip–sign, though damaged, seems clear enough. Close behind him a herdsman who leads a bull by a rope held in his left hand. With his right hand closed on his chest in a gesture of respect, he likewise bows to the couple. Lepsius’s drawing shows him with a bundle of fodder (?) in his right hand, but the draftsman may have been misled by the stony inclusion before the man’s face.667 The bull is a prize animal and, judging from traces and parallel representations, wore a large bivalve shell on a rope collar around his neck.670 The ropes attached to its lower jaw and collar are largely lost in the spaces between the masonry joints. Further to the right another herdsman places his right hand on the back of the first bull prompting it to move forward, and leads a second bull on a rope (destroyed) with his left hand. The second bull is also fattened and had a rope collar, but this time the individual strands of rope are indicated.670 As in the case of the first bull, the leading rein and rope attached to the animal’s jaw were lost when the plaster fell out of the bedding joints. Lepsius shows a non-descript object hanging from the collar, and this bull too may have been adorned with a shell. The last animal followed without an attendant. It is largely destroyed today, but from Lepsius’s drawing it looks as though it may have worn a collar that resembled the so-called Isis-knot.670 All three animals seem to belong to the same short-legged species, since above the back of each is written wr tw, “young stable ox,”671 but the last individual unlike the other two was hornless and apparently polled.

Room III

This east–west offering room is entered from the south, from Room II, by means of a doorway at the east end of the south wall. An elaborate false door occupies the west end of the room, while the long side walls, as is customary in long east–west offering rooms from the end of Dynasty 3, originally bore virtually identical table scenes. The room measures 2.25 x 6.75 meters, and has an area of 15.18 square meters. The proportion of the length of the room to the width is 15.3:1.

Door Thicknesses

Lepsius saw and recorded two registers of female figures personifying agricultural estates on each of the door thicknesses leading to the offering room. Although he published only one drawing, that of the estates on the left thickness (fig. 120a),677 thanks to Dr. Walter-Friedrich Reincke of the Berlin Academy of Science, it has proven possible to include here Lepsius’s original drawing of the other thickness, which is now completely destroyed (fig. 123).678 In addition to the drawings, Lepsius’s hand copies of the estate names on both walls were included in the text volumes of the Denkmäler published after his death (fig. 122).679

In 1842–43 the five figures of estates were visible in each of the two preserved registers of the left thickness (fig. 120a). Lepsius shows a blank area before the first figure in the upper register, however, and

669 For ‘Ipsarat’, used of persons, see WB, p. 66, 5, ‘FCD’, p. 16.
670 The fact that this individual written with his left hand is probably to be explained by the difficulties the Egyptian artist customarily encountered when drawing a figure facing left, especially when there was a traditional reason for an object held by that figure being borne in a certain hand, see ÆSÆÆ p. 37–38.
671 Vandier, Manuel, p. 159, remarks that examples of this posture are not very numerous. Vandier is of the opinion that the scribal writer was on a sheet of papyrus. Writing boards are well attested, however (see e.g., Borrwardt, ÄAEG 7 [1987], pp. 10–11, and it is not easy to imagine how anyone could have written on a piece of papyrus resting on the arm and hand. On this question, see further, Mannakian, in Simons, Simons, pp. 55–57.
672 See Vandier, Manuel, p. 157 (A).
673 For Pth–bpy, see PM IV, p. 556 (5), ÆP–Pth. In the present instance, the possessive complement of ‘Ips’ (six) was either never written or was subsequently destroyed. The possessive complement is occasionally omitted in the spelling of ‘Ip’; see e.g., ibid., p. 366, n. 4, and Fischer, JdOCE 4 (1985), p. 13.
674 On the motif of the herdsman with a bundle of fodder, see above, p. 17 and n. 153.
675 See e.g., Davies, Philologus 9, pl. 86, 32, 27, 31 (3); Mogensen, Mast. 22, figs. 8, 15, 32, p. 16, Ti 3, pl. 6, 677–68, Siptum, Western Cemetery, fig. 4.
676 For this type of rope collar, see Vandier, Manuel’s p. 14 (5).
677 Pace Vandier, Manuel’s p. 14, figs. 1, 3. On the origin and development of the ‘Isis-knot’, see Fischer, MMJ 4 (1972), pp. 15–19. For two Early Dynastic gold amulets of an eye and a bull with an ornamental band around their necks in the form of an ‘Isis knot’, see Wilkinson, Jewellery, pp. 15–16, figs. 6, 7.
678 See above, p. 77 and n. 366.
679 LD 4, pl. 754.
680 Lepsius Z. 361.
681 LIA, Texts, p. 35. Mannakian (Mastabas, pp. 319–354) sketched the two thicknesses and gives the damaged names of four estates from the left (west) thickness and three from the right (east).
Jacquet-Gordon thinks there may have been room for another figure at the head of the procession. Since there were traces of a figure and of an estate name in a lacuna of similar size at the head of the lower register in Lepsius’s plate, it seems likely that there were originally six estates in each register, as on the corresponding right-hand thickness. If the same scheme of decoration evident on the door thicknesses in G 2370 and 2374 was followed here, both thicknesses probably bore three registers when intact.

If Mariette’s sketch of the left thickness is to be trusted, by 1850 the figures of the first three estates in the upper register and of the first estate and part of the second estate in the lower register had already spilled away (fig. 112a). As far as the right thickness is concerned, the four estates and parts of two others seen by Lepsius in the lower register had likewise disappeared (fig. 112b). By 1931 the last four estates in the lower register on the left hand thickness (pl. 120) were all that survived of a presumed thirty-six estates originally depicted on the two thicknesses. These four estates are still extant today (fig. 120b). As Mariette remarks, the difference in preservation between the different courses of stone on either side of this one passage-way arises from the varying quality of the different stones which had been employed, but the later deterioration was undoubtedly abetted by exposure to the elements.

As may be seen from Lepsius’s drawings and the figures of the four remaining estates, each estate was originally dressed in a right-facing dress and a lappet wig. As in G 2370, G 2374, and a number of contemporary tombs, the hems of the dresses were oblique. There was little variation in the attitudes of the figures. Each woman evidently raised her forward hand to steady the conical basket filled with produce that she carried on her head, while the rear hand hanging behind held another offering. The nummulithic limestone is very intractable here, and presumably the details of the two thicknesses. These four estates are still extant today (fig. 120b).

Beginning with the first figure on the right of the uppermost preserved register in Lepsius’s drawing and ending with the last figure in the register below, the names of the estates are as follows:

1. Destroyed.
2. Traces of a cartouche.
4. Mariette, Musées, p. 204.
5. Ibid., p. 105.
6. Destroyed.
7. A possible exception is the last figure in the lower register of the left thickness.
8. Lepsius shows but with right hand raised, but the traces visible today are contradictory in this regard.
10. Destroyed.
11. A cartouche alone survives.
12. Destroyed.
14. Mr Sᵗ⁻šk£w-¢w, “Seshat loves Ika-hor.”
15. W£ß-b£w-K£k£¡, “The power of Kakai is strong.”
16. Mr Rʰ wʰ, “Re desires that […] live.”
17. Wt-bṣw-Kbk, “The power of Kakai is strong.”
18. […] wt wʳ, “[…] of Sah’sure.”
19.右 (east) thickness (figs. 112b, 123). The cartouches and estate envelopes on this wall appear to have been left blank.
22. Mr Rʰ ṭḥ “Re desires that […] live.”
23. […] t “[ … ]”
25. Destroyed.
27. A cartouche alone survives.
28. […] ḫ “[ … ]” Re […] “[…]”
30. The name estates on the left jamb were compounded with the names of the Fifth Dynasty kings Sahure, Neferirkare, Menkauhor, and Izezi. There is no mention of an estate bearing the name of Unis, the sovereign whom Mehi served as vizier, but possibly this king’s name appeared in one of the blank cartouches or as a component in

482 Jacquet-Gordon, Domaines, p. 398-400.
483 As opposed to the published drawing which shows a circular sign after an empty cartouche followed by a long lacuna, a ball, and a circle which presumably represents the town-sign, Lepsius’s hand copy gives the following signs after an empty cartouche: ḫ hkfr ḫw. (Nfr is perhaps “handsmaid” (WR, t. p. 279, 5) or possibly ḫrw “flour,” “bread” (WR 2, p. 377, 11-17, 10) with transposed determinative.
484 Jacquet-Gordon, Domaines, p. 295, remarks that the sign — is probably to be corrected to:\n485 The quail chick at the bottom of the cartouche does not appear to be visible at the upper right hand edge of this door thickness in the photograph.
486 Cf. “Sw” in the tomb of Sekhemtcher III, Junker, Glise, pp. 203, 246, pl. 4. Jacquet-Gordon, Domaines, p. 272 (13), reads “grfw,” “foundations.” Although noting that the three signs in Sekhemtcher’s cartouche resemble the 3 × 3 logogram, Junier thinks the absence of a terminal n frun rather than the reading “Sn Kpfr” (Teisheb) “The canal,” seems a peculiar distortion for an agricultural foundation, and Junier’s alternative translation, “Teisheb,” seems more to the point. In that case, the repetition in question might better be taken to be a plural of C, “garden, plantation,” on which word, see above, p. 37 (5). Lepsius mimed the quail chick of the plural ending, which is unusually long here (in likeness to the final separatrix), as the monogram of the three pahun. What at first glance appears to be traces of the latter in the space under the quail chick is probably instead the wing tips of a bird held by the first surviving estate.
487 Jacquet-Gordon, Domaines, p. 195, n. 7, believed that she saw ḫrw but, our copy favours Lepsius’s original rendering.
488 The name of the estate termination in the figure of a bird which Jacquet-Gordon, Domaines, p. 201 (14), reads as rıw “smashed.”
one of the incomplete estate names. At least one of the estate names, Wi-hu-ba-\-\-\-, and possibly another, if Wi-hu-ba-\-\-\- is indeed to be restored, recurs in the tomb of Mehi’s father, Inti.249

South Wall

Both lateral walls in Room III have suffered severely from weathering and the action of salts and there are large areas, especially towards the east end of these walls, where the wall surface has entirely flaked away, leaving substantial gaps in the decoration. This was already so in 1842–43, and it was presumably for this reason that Lepsius only drew the western sections of both walls.250 Nevertheless, the walls were then in considerably better condition than now, even though the top registers on both walls had previously been removed.251 Since the upper courses are gone, the original number of registers on the eastern and middle sections of the walls is not entirely certain. Still, the extra register of offering bearers seen beneath the feet of the de-

dated in 1842–43. Indeed it was presumably for this reason that Lepsius only drew the western sections of both walls.250 Nevertheless, the walls were then in considerably better condition than now, even though the top registers on both walls had previously been removed.251 Since the upper courses are gone, the original number of registers on the eastern and middle sections of the walls is not entirely certain. Still, the extra register of offering bearers seen beneath the feet of the deceased in the corresponding position in o 252 is absent here, and this may be an indication that the walls were divided into five rather than six registers.

At the west end of the wall nearest the false door a large figure of Mehi seated before an offering table faced left towards the entrance of the room and the registers of offering bearers, priests, and food offerings before him (figs. 145, 125).253 His right hand reached forward towards the twenty tall half-loaves of bread set out on the offering table. Between his legs and the pedestal of the table was in-

At the west end of the wall nearest the false door a large figure of Mehi seated before an offering table faced left towards the entrance of the room and the registers of offering bearers, priests, and food offerings before him (figs. 145, 125).253 His right hand reached forward towards the twenty tall half-loaves of bread set out on the offering table. Between his legs and the pedestal of the table was inscribed a short, ideographic offering list: fi lsy-h s d 20 hq-f nb mt-s lb bs / mt-jt . . . . A thousand loaves of bread, a thousand cakes, a thousand jars of beer, a thousand fowl, a thousand alabaster jars of ungents, a thousand [pieces of cloth . . . .]. The end of the list was destroyed, but when complete it probably mirrored in form the better preserved ideographic list on the opposite, north wall (fig. 128).254 Both the pedestal of the table and the ideographic list are now lost. Mehi’s chair was evidently lion-legged and the side-rails ended in a

over Mehi

Destroyed.

Before Mehi’s face two rows of low rectangular service tables and jar racks were represented. The racks were wider than the tables and had their tops pierced to hold the vessels which rested on a shelf below.255 The tables by contrast were equipped with horizontal struts. The tops of the vessels in the upper row were already lost in 1842–43. By analogy with the north wall, a nested ewer and basin probably rested on the right end of the upper right-hand rack, although only traces of the basin remained. Set into the rack along-side of it was a group of four tall splay-footed vessels, perhaps hezet-jars. These tall storage jars, possibly similar to those on the table at the bottom right, were set on the table at the upper left. On the table at the lower right a tall storage jar with basket-work flaps probably stood between two tall stopped, spouted jars; the forms of the jars are better seen on the north wall. Set in the rack at the lower left was a round-bottomed bowl with a recurved rim and a (basketwork) lid on a stand between two pairs of hezet-jars.256 The blocks with the representations of the racks and tables (and figures of the priests to the left) were removed subsequent to Lepsius’s visit.

A compartment offering list would undoubtedly have extended above and beyond the service tables on both long walls, but no vestiges of such remain in place. They probably had a wide as opposed to a tall format, occupying two registers in height, the remainder of which may have been taken up with food and drink offerings.257

In the two lowest registers on both the north and south walls, piles of food and drink offerings separated the offering table from the approaching bearers. The offerings piled at the foot of Mehi’s table in the lowermost register on the south wall were largely destroyed by 1842–43, and today only those to the left in the upper preserved register survive.

First Register. Destroyed.

Second Register. Destroyed.

Third Register. Lepsius saw the lower parts of a kneeling and two standing figures on the far side of the tables and racks in this register.258

249 See above, p. 70, and Jacoby-Gordon, Donuates, p. 25.
251 See above, p. 9.
252 See above, p. 17.
253 LID, Egypte, pl. xv. Mariette, Mastabes, p. 554, provides a not wholly accurate sketch of the outlines of the different blocks which make up the western half of the south wall of the room.
254 See below, p. 196.
255 See above, p. 76, n. 194.

Chapter 9: Senejemib Mehi – o 2378
On the north wall opposite, a kneeling man and the individual behind him perform the opening rites of the funerary ritual, and this was presumably also the case here. The third figure was in all probability that of an offering bearer, as on the opposite wall. All three figures are now lost.

Fourth Register. The figure of the foremost offering bearer to the left of the pile of food offerings in this register was also copied by Lepsius. The head of the figure is now largely destroyed, but Lepsius shows him as wigless, and it can still be seen that he wears a folded kilt with waist tie and overlap. The offerings he held aloft on two trays are mostly destroyed, but the wickerwork frail he carried on a cord over the elbow of his left arm survives. After a gap of 1.55 m, there is another decorated block with traces of five more bearers of offerings in short, belted kilts whose figures were not drawn by Lepsius (fig. 125, inset).

Fifth Register. Two damaged figures are shown in the lowest register of the wall in Lepsius’s plate. The figure of the first man has deteriorated further but is still visible. From his attitude it is clear that he once presented a goat with the hand of his straight outstretched left arm holding the neck and the right hand the wings. A few traces which probably represent the bird’s neck and tail survive. There are also vestiges remaining of another individual in front of this man who, by analogy with the corresponding figure on the north wall, probably again offered up a goat. All that remains of the inscription that once occupied the space before him are traces of the letter n. The vertical lines further to the right, again by analogy with the flanking scene, probably belong to a tall loaf of bread. Lepsius has drawn the corresponding loaf on the north wall with vertical sides, but traces that survive today show that the loaves on both walls probably flared towards the bottom. Behind the two men who once offered up geese, traces of three offering bearers are visible. The first man held offerings aloft on trays with both hands and has onions draped over his left elbow. From the position of his arms, the second figure probably held a young animal or a bird in both arms in front; he has in addition a wickerwork frail on a cord over his right arm. The third bearer appears to have held offerings aloft on a tray with his left hand and a stalk of papyrus (?) with his right hand over his shoulder.

Insofar as it is possible to tell, all of the offering bearers in this register wore short, belted kilts. The kilt of the first damaged figure in Lepsius’s plate had an overlap, and the rest of the kilts here may have had overlaps as well.

West Wall

When Lepsius saw it, the false door which occupies the west wall of the chapel was well preserved except for the flat surface over the cavetto cornice (fig. 128). Mariette provides a sketch of the false door, and the table scene on its panel together with hand copies of the texts on the jambs. By 1913, when Mariette sketched the false door, the cavetto cornice was largely destroyed and the text on the architrave illegible. By 1951 the texts and representations on the upper part of the door had further deteriorated (pl. 122). At present the texts on the panel, the lower lintel, and the drum roll are all illegible, as are the figure of Mehi and the other representations on the panel. The tops of the text columns on the outer and middle jambs are likewise obliterated (fig. 127).

From Lepsius’s drawing it is clear that the false door comprised an architrave, a panel, a lintel, three pairs of jambs, and a central niche surmounted by a drum roll, the whole framed by a torus moulding with the traditional lashings and cross lashings and crowned by a cavetto cornice. The preserved height of the door in 1842–43 was 2.31 m. The jambs of the door are stepped back on three separate planes, and the surviving texts and representations are all carefully executed in sunk relief. At the time of the Prussian Expedition, there were extensive vestiges of paint visible on the door and the adjacent areas.

At the foot of the false door was an offering stone extending across the full width of the room and likewise surmounted by a torus- and cavetto cornice. Against the north wall, adjacent to the false door, stands a plain, limestone offering bench measuring 2.12 x 0.47 m. This bench appears in both Lepsius’s plan and section of G 2378 (fig. 95b), as well as in Reisner’s detailed plan of the Sennedjem Complex (fig. 3).

The architrave bore a single line of text between framing lines that reads from right to left as follows: Htp-di-aset btp-di Tupa+: fnty ab-ap qr.263 (“I, from bezet-ntr imt ntr hwy.” mtr) Sgnfr-dh. “An offering which the king gives and an offering which Anubis, Who-presides-over-the-God’s-Booth, gives that he ‘be’ buried in the desert of the western necropolis, (namely) the true count, Sennedjem.”

According to Lepsius’s drawing Mebi sat on the left side of the panel on a low-backed chair whose animal legs rested on frustum-shaped supports and whose side-rails terminated in papyrus-flower ornaments. He wore a shoulder-length wig and short, plain kilt and extended his right hand to the conventional loaves of bread on the pedestal table before him; the other hand was closed on his chest. Above the offering table and extending over Mebi’s head in five short columns appeared the following text: (1) Djfr-f-rp nfr n, (2) tity-nr hwy, (3) šnb ntr wtrjt, (4) šnb ntr hwy, (5) šnb ntr hwy.

The texts on the jambs and outer right jambs by the Lieders, nos. 2.2, 2.3.

Wilkinson MSS. xiii.84 [upper]. There are also squeezes in Oxford of the inner jamb.

According to Lepsius’s draftsman was presumably mistaken in placing an ‘asterisk determinative of gen instead of i.’ The field-country determinative beneath the necropolis monogram apparently does double duty in the case of this word and of one.
Chapter 9: SENEDJEMIB MEHI – g 2378

North Wall

The north wall presented what was essentially a mirror image of the south wall (pls. 222–226, figs. 222–226). The western half of the wall with the figure of Mehi at table and three registers of priests and offering bearers are shown in Lepsius’s drawing, while Mariette provides a sketch of the western end of the wall. At the end of the last century several blocks with the figure of Mehi and part of the offerings, tables, and racks before him were removed from this wall. These blocks now form part of the collections of the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, where they bear the accession number 31705 (pl. 122). The blocks in Chicago have been incorporated into our fig. 129.

Mehi wears a shoulder-length wig, chin beard, broad collar, and folded kilt with belt and overlap. As on the opposite wall, the rows of beads on the broad collar were visible in Lepsius’s day. In this instance at least, they must have been painted, for no trace of them remains on the blocks in Chicago. Mehi sits with his left hand closed on his breast and has his open right hand extended to the offering table with conventionalized loaves of bread before him. The chair is essentially identical to that on the south wall, but the details of the legs are better preserved here, including the toes and dewclaws. A notable feature, not evident in Lepsius’s plate, is that the front legs of the chair are shown with the far leg overlapped by the near leg.

Insofar as it is preserved, the inscription, in five columns and a horizontal line over Mehi’s head, appears to duplicate the corresponding text on the south wall. The tops of the columns are again lost, but what remains can probably be restored as follows: (1) ... imy-r-tb k£t nb(t) š triangl. 269 L I, fig. 22, color plate 3a, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 310, fig. 206; Weeks, Granite G 600, fig. 21; color plate 12, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 330, fig. 206; Weeks, Granite G 600, fig. 21; color plate 12, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 317. The Meat of the King’s Plate. 269 L I. The representation of Mehi also appears in Wilkinson, Mlle. 88, pl. 8. The text above Mehi’s head was copied by the Lieders (squeeze no. 2.4).

64 The north wall presented what was essentially a mirror image of the south wall (pls. 222–226, figs. 222–226). The western half of the wall with the figure of Mehi at table and three registers of priests and offering bearers are shown in Lepsius’s drawing, while Mariette provides a sketch of the western end of the wall. At the end of the last century several blocks with the figure of Mehi and part of the offerings, tables, and racks before him were removed from this wall. These blocks now form part of the collections of the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, where they bear the accession number 31705 (pl. 122). The blocks in Chicago have been incorporated into our fig. 129.

Insofar as it is preserved, the inscription, in five columns and a horizontal line over Mehi’s head, appears to duplicate the corresponding text on the south wall. The tops of the columns are again lost, but what remains can probably be restored as follows: (1) ... imy-r-tb k£t nb(t) š triangl. 269 L I, fig. 22, color plate 3a, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 310, fig. 206; Weeks, Granite G 600, fig. 21; color plate 12, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 330, fig. 206; Weeks, Granite G 600, fig. 21; color plate 12, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 317. The Meat of the King’s Plate. 269 L I. The representation of Mehi also appears in Wilkinson, Mlle. 88, pl. 8. The text above Mehi’s head was copied by the Lieders (squeeze no. 2.4).

66 The north wall presented what was essentially a mirror image of the south wall (pls. 222–226, figs. 222–226). The western half of the wall with the figure of Mehi at table and three registers of priests and offering bearers are shown in Lepsius’s drawing, while Mariette provides a sketch of the western end of the wall. At the end of the last century several blocks with the figure of Mehi and part of the offerings, tables, and racks before him were removed from this wall. These blocks now form part of the collections of the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, where they bear the accession number 31705 (pl. 122). The blocks in Chicago have been incorporated into our fig. 129.

Insofar as it is preserved, the inscription, in five columns and a horizontal line over Mehi’s head, appears to duplicate the corresponding text on the south wall. The tops of the columns are again lost, but what remains can probably be restored as follows: (1) ... imy-r-tb k£t nb(t) š triangl. 269 L I, fig. 22, color plate 3a, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 310, fig. 206; Weeks, Granite G 600, fig. 21; color plate 12, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 330, fig. 206; Weeks, Granite G 600, fig. 21; color plate 12, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 317. The Meat of the King’s Plate. 269 L I. The representation of Mehi also appears in Wilkinson, Mlle. 88, pl. 8. The text above Mehi’s head was copied by the Lieders (squeeze no. 2.4).

66 The north wall presented what was essentially a mirror image of the south wall (pls. 222–226, figs. 222–226). The western half of the wall with the figure of Mehi at table and three registers of priests and offering bearers are shown in Lepsius’s drawing, while Mariette provides a sketch of the western end of the wall. At the end of the last century several blocks with the figure of Mehi and part of the offerings, tables, and racks before him were removed from this wall. These blocks now form part of the collections of the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, where they bear the accession number 31705 (pl. 122). The blocks in Chicago have been incorporated into our fig. 129.

Insofar as it is preserved, the inscription, in five columns and a horizontal line over Mehi’s head, appears to duplicate the corresponding text on the south wall. The tops of the columns are again lost, but what remains can probably be restored as follows: (1) ... imy-r-tb k£t nb(t) š triangl. 269 L I, fig. 22, color plate 3a, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 310, fig. 206; Weeks, Granite G 600, fig. 21; color plate 12, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 330, fig. 206; Weeks, Granite G 600, fig. 21; color plate 12, pl. 10; Mastabas, p. 317. The Meat of the King’s Plate. 269 L I. The representation of Mehi also appears in Wilkinson, Mlle. 88, pl. 8. The text above Mehi’s head was copied by the Lieders (squeeze no. 2.4).
pillar of the knl met folk, overseer of all royal regalia, (4) [ . . intimate of the king] wherever he is. (5) [ . . one honored] by the great god, (6) the hereditary prince and true count, Senedjemib."

In contrast to the twenty half-jars seen by Lepsius on the offering table on the south wall, only sixteen half-jars of bread were originally set on the offering table here. Half are lost today, and the others are missing their bases and tips; only the half-jar at the extreme right still retains almost its entire outline. The offering table too is destroyed except for traces of the bottom line of its circular plate. Where the table was set are the same low rectangular service tables and jar racks that appeared on the south wall. These were largely destroyed in the process of extracting the blocks from the wall, but the near side of the rack and the table at the left are still preserved on the edge of the large block with Mehi’s head and titles. Part of the euer and basin that sat on top of the rack at the upper left also survives. By analogy with the south wall, four tall splay-footed vessels were probably set into the rack alongside of it. The vessels on the table at the upper right were already destroyed in 1842 probably set into the rack alongside of it. The vessels on the table at the upper left survive on the block in the Field Museum. They show that Lepsius’s artist has gotten the basic shape of the vessels right but erred in the details. The first vessel at the left is a tall, splayed jar with a stopper. In Lepsius’s plate it is actually one of a pair of identical vessels with a vessel of different shape between. From the Chicago block it seems that the middle vessel is a tall storage jar with (basketwork) flaps and a stopper.272 The destroyed jar rack at the lower right apparently held a covered round-bottomed bowl with a recurved rim set on a ring-stand flanked by two pairs of hezet-aps, an arrangement also evident on the opposite wall.

On the far side of the offering table, food and drink offerings of all kinds are piled up. In the bottom register they include an arrangement of two tall loaves of bread flaring slightly at the bottom, alternating with a sealed beer jar and a storage jar with rilled neck and basket-work flaps (both on jar stands), a covered bowl, a foreleg of beef, a calf’s head, two ducks, and a deep boat-shaped basket probably filled with ribs of beef and fruit.273 Between this heap of offerings and the support of Mehi’s table was an ideographic offering list, now largely destroyed: [fl fi fi pa fl lhu ft [k]; ln ft fi st fi [man-md ft w dfr ft th]; "a thousand loaves of bread, a thousand cakes, a thousand jars of beer, a thousand [o]men, a thousand fowl, a thousand alabaster jars of unguents, a thousand [pieces of cloth], and a thousand of everything good every day." The offerings continue into the register above.

In three partially preserved registers on the far side of the piled up food and drink, files of bearers bring additional offerings, while priests perform rites on a level with Mehi’s head.

First Register. Destroyed.

Second Register. Destroyed.

Third Register. The pair of figures at the head of the register perform the initial episodes of the funerary ritual.274 The first priest kneels, placing both hands palms down before him on a mound of sand(?) (6) the hereditary prince and true count, Senedjemib."

The offerings continue into the register above.

As previously mentioned, towards the east ends of both lateral walls in Room III, there are large areas where the surface of the wall has flaked away, leaving gaps in the decoration. The remainder of this register has, in fact, been destroyed except for a block with traces of decoration at a distance of about 34 cm from the northeast corner of the room. This block has been mounted at the appropriate height in fig. 119, but the outlines of the intervening (modern) blocks are omitted. All that can be made out are the legs of one figure and behind this the legs and lower torso of a second, both facing left and presumably representing the tail end of the file of offering bearers.

Fourth Register. The surface of the block immediately to the right of the food offerings heaped up before the offering table in this register had flaked away by Lepsius’s day. Beyond the gap traces of six men walking in procession who bring offerings to add to the pile are visible. There is space in the lacuna for one more offering bearer at the head of the procession. Lepsius drew only the first three of the six

---

272 See Schultze, Principles, pp. 189-94, fig. 180. Hesp, pp. 356-57. The earliest example of the overlapping of the legs known to William Stevenson Smith was one in the tomb of Puthimeser II (< Pagan-Peirs, Puthimeser, pl. 34, 35, 38-39), which probably also dates to the reign of Unis (Harpur, Decoration, pl. 137). The last tomb was probably decorated in the period between Neuserre and early Fourth Register.

273 See above, p. 73 and n. 526.

274 The mortuary rites performed before the deceased are more fully represented in the tomb of Senedjemib Inti and are discussed above, pp. 73-74.
surviving offering bearers, but the offerings carried by these three men are better preserved in his drawing. The upper part of the body of the first surviving offering bearer is now entirely destroyed. According to Lepsius he held a small, ill-defined object against his chest with his left hand. The second man carried aloft a tray bearing an oblong-shaped offering with rounded ends (a loaf of bread?) and, on his other hand, a flat-bottomed bowl with recurved rim(?) and curved spout, while a papyrus stalk was draped over his right arm. Only the papyrus stalk is clearly visible today. The third man held two trays of non-descript offerings aloft (destroyed) and onions(?3 over his right elbow. The fourth man probably had both arms raised and may have carried an animal across his shoulders. Two wicker-work frailts are suspended horizontally on a single cord from his right elbow, while the "V" shaped element overlapping the back of his figure may represent a damaged object hanging from his other elbow. The next two figures are largely destroyed, but the fifth bearer may also have held offerings aloft with his right hand.

Fifth Register: Lepsius shows the two foremost figures in this register with straight, outstretched arms. Presumably, as on the south wall, they strangled birds. Scanty traces of the bird in the hands of the first man remain today, but the second man and the bird he held are now largely destroyed. Over the heads of the figures inscription on n k£,[3], "this is for [your] k£," was written.276 The first figure was identified as a hsm nsw[mry][f.] "his eldest son whom he loved," and, even though the name is lost, Mehi's eldest son, Senedjemib, was probably represented here.277 Behind the foremost figures are faint traces of other offering bearers, the first of whom carried lotuses over his right arm.

East Wall

Lepsius apparently saw traces of an offering procession on this wall, but evidently made no attempt to copy it.278 In the bottom register of the wall an isolated block some 65 cm wide and 34 cm distant from the northeast corner of the room preserves traces of three more offering bearers (fig. 229, inset). Except for his front heel and part of his rear leg the first figure is destroyed, but he evidently held a bird by the neck with his hanging left hand. The second man carries a tray of offerings on his shoulder and probably held an offering with his left hand over the other shoulder. The last man again balanced a tray of offerings on his right shoulder, but the position of his other arm is uncertain.

Associated Shafts and Burial Chambers

Two shafts were associated with mastaba G 2378. Shaft A, descending under the east wall of the mastaba, and Shaft B, an intrusive pit constructed in the southern half of the serdab of the mastaba at a date subsequent to its original construction.

See Reisner, "Description of Additions to Cemetery on Edfu," pp. 146–47.

In the plunderers shaft at the entrance to the sloping burial shaft, among a mass of loose stones beneath the floor of Room g–h, Reisner found two wooden statuettes, the larger of which is a work of outstanding quality; see e.g., HESP pl. 54: Reisner (BM). In, no. 64 (November, 1911), p. 62) thought the statues belonged to the owner of G 2385, whose name was not preserved, while Smith assigned both statues to Senedjemib (HESP pl. viii). Considering that the shaft of Mehi is on the far side of his mastaba from the entrance to sloping passage tomb G 2385, it seems more likely to the present writer that Reisner was correct and that the two statues belonged to the anonymous owner of G 2385, especially given the presence of the other north–south shafts in the thickness of the eastern retaining wall of G 2385. The statues will therefore be included in The Senedjemib Complex, Part 1.280

For what follows see Reisner, "Description of Additions to Cemetery on Edfu," p. 147.

See p. 8 above.

If Reisner's figure for the depth of the sarcophagus, for example, is correct, thelowest as shown in section c–c looks less than 3 cm in depth.
In the northwest corner of the chamber was a block of rubble measuring 0.8 x 1.3 m. Built against the northern end of the sarcophagus at a distance of 0.85 m south of this rubble block was a second block of rubble measuring 1.9 x 1.4 m. These rubble blocks of roughly the same height as the sarcophagus had probably supported the granite lid before the burial.

The plunderers had dug their way through the mud and rubble packing above the built passage and thrown the granite lid off to the right. At a date subsequent to its construction, the serdab behind the west wall of Room II was divided in two by a rubble wall, the slot filled with packing above the built passage and thrown the granite lid off to the right. In the northwest corner of the chamber was a block of rubble measuring 0.8 x 1.3 m. These rubble blocks of roughly the same height as the sarcophagus had probably supported the granite lid before the burial.

Register of Objects—G 2378

For stone vessel types, see Reisner Register of Objects.

G 2378 B

At a date subsequent to its construction, the serdab behind the west wall of Room II was divided in two by a rubble wall, the slot filled with packing above the built passage and thrown the granite lid off to the right. In the northwest corner of the chamber was a block of rubble measuring 0.8 x 1.3 m. These rubble blocks of roughly the same height as the sarcophagus had probably supported the granite lid before the burial.
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For stone vessel types, see Reisner Register of Objects.
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At a date subsequent to its construction, the serdab behind the west wall of Room II was divided in two by a rubble wall, the slot filled with packing above the built passage and thrown the granite lid off to the right. In the northwest corner of the chamber was a block of rubble measuring 0.8 x 1.3 m. These rubble blocks of roughly the same height as the sarcophagus had probably supported the granite lid before the burial.
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For stone vessel types, see Reisner Register of Objects.
master metalworker who, like the treasury officials, was also ḥnvr prw nb, “overseer of the two houses of god,” and a high priest of Ptah (or ḫpy hmwr, “greatest of the directors of craftsmen”293) who was not.294 Three high priests of Ptah bore the lower-ranking title, as did a master metalworker and two overseers of craftsmen,295 while an ḥnvr-m nb nb-sz is also ḥnvr prw-nb, “overseer of the houses of the weavers.”296 From the reign of Unis at least, it may be that the vizier was in overall charge of the two workshops, while the non-viziers who were ḥnvr-m nb nb-sz or ḥnvr-m nb nb were responsible for their daily operation and production.

Strudwick notes that title No. 6 is more commonly found with ḥnvr prw-bf than ḥnvr prw-b.297 Of the eighteen examples known to him, only four are not found in this combination. Two of these are probably associated with this title by virtue of their brothers being metal-workers.298 Of the two other individuals, the titulary of the overseer of Upper Egypt Ni-kāa-�rāz is not yet completely published, so theoretically it is possible that he was also ḥnvr prw-bf.299 The second exception is Senebjem Mehi. In this connection, Strudwick observes that Mehi is one of the few viziers to hold the title ḥnvr-m nb nb-sz but not ḥnvr prw-bf, and he wonders if the latter title did not appear in the damaged portions of the tomb.296 It would be surprising, however, for so important a title to be omitted from the title strings on Mehi’s false door, if he indeed possessed it. Then too, conversely, Inti is ḥnvr prw-bf (and ḥnvr-m nb nb), but not ḥnvr prw-nb, while Khnumeti has all three titles. In all likelihood, there are principles at work here governing the inclusion or exclusion of titles that are not readily comprehensible to us.

No. 9. Mehi appears to be the only vizier to have held this treasury-related title.290

No. 14. Mehi consistently adds the adjective ṣnw “true, real” to his rank title of ḥy-n. Whereas some scholars think that the use of the ṣnw after a title means that the holder actually exercised the office concerned, others claim that the use of the word denotes exactly the opposite, the adjective suggesting rather that the title was merely honorific.300 James thinks it wrong to claim that ṣnw indicates a real exercise of office291; others claim that the use of the word denotes exactly the opposite, the adjective suggesting rather that the title was merely honorific.301 He notes further that in the case of primarily honorific titles, such as ḥnvr nb and ḥmḥw, ṣnw can hardly signify a difference between real and honorific. Fischer observes that the word ṣnw is added to the title “overseer of Upper Egypt” by Uni the Elder, who certainly controlled all the Upper Egyptian nomes, while Pepyankh Hery-D of Mehi, who controlled the Middle Nomodes, appends n ḫw mr (“rightly, rightfully, truthfully”) to the same title.302 Additions such as ṣnw and n ḫw mr have also been taken as indications of the declining value of the titles to which they are appended.303 Baer has noted, however, that these and certain other additions do not produce the slightest change in the rank of the titles to which they are added.304 Perhaps, as James suggests, ṣnw was used as a form of elegant variation.305

Dependants of Senebjem Mehi

1. Ptḥ-kpwt (Sḥw-Pḥt) (PN I, p. 316, 159, 2, p. 439, 14).305 Even though this name was a popular one in the Old Kingdom, it is not possible to further identify our individual who, with the title ṣnw prw-nb, “elder of the house,” heads a file of herdsmen and men into the presence of Mehi and his wife on the south wall of the anteroom, east of the entrance.

2. Ṣf (PN I, p. 142, 8, 2, p. 359). Depicting overseeing the weighing of metal on the east wall of the anteroom, his title began with ḥnvr-m. The weighing out of metal is usually supervised by an ḥnvr-m, pr “overseer of the house,” or ḥnvr-hw, “overseer of metal-workers.”306

Although a Ṣf with the title ḥnvr prw is known from the tomb of the king’s son of his body and general Djaty (g 7810), this individual clearly antedates our period.307

3. Ḫw-bḥy also appears in the tomb of Inti with the titles ḥnvr ḥy-bḥy ḫw mr,308 On the north wall of the anteroom in g 2378, he has the title ḥnvr ḥy-bḥy, but in the presentation scene on the south wall of the same room, east of the entrance, he is ḥnvr ḥnvr-m nb nb, “magistrate and overseer of scribes.” Ḫw-bḥy is probably likewise to be restored before the title ḥnvr-m nb nb in the bowling scene on the rear of the portico to the east of the entrance. If anything, Hemakhit occupies a more prominent role in g 2378 than in g 1370. In the portico of g 2378, as in that of g 2370, he is one of four senior officials who attend Mehi on an outing in the marshes, but on the north wall of the anteroom he heads a file of officials and offering bearers who approach Mehi and his family, while in the presentation scene on the south wall of the same room, he hands Mehi a papyrus scroll that presumably contained lists of the stocks raised on his estates.

The name is relatively a common one.309 but none of the bearers of the name has a very good claim to be identified with the official portrayed in Inti and Mehi’s chapels, though one among them, a ḥnvr ḥy-bḥy represented in tomb of Aldchetep at Saqqara occupies the right

290 See Fischer, Ure, p. 67.
291 Barta, JdA I, p. 157 [152]; Strudwick, Administration, pp. 78–79 (35), 103 (76), 98 (465); Goyon, Khnumeti (1969), p. 5.
292 PM IV, pp. 14 (101), 178 [480–151], 435 [No. 142], 490 [No. 38, north chapel], 494 [No. 416], 494 [No. 106].
293 CG 1447. For the reading of the title, see Fischer, Ure, p. 72 (34). Another ḥnvr-m nb nb (PM IV, p. 64 [1497]) has no title whatsoever that assists him with craftsmen.
294 Administration, p. 184.
295 Marnette, Mastaba, p. 28; Goyon, Khnumeti (1969), p. 7 (9).
296 Strudwick, Administration, p. 101 (76).
297 Ibid., p. 28.
298 Strudwick, Administration, p. 101, states that Khnumeti Xedekhi has the title ḥnvr-m nb nb. In fact, the title belongs to an individual with the same name and by-name as the vizier, but who probably belonged to a later generation of the vizier’s family; see James, Altenente, pl. 14 (76), and Fischer, Varia 160, p. 6.
300 James, Altenente, pp. 10 (35), 14–15.
time frame and could conceivably be one official before his promotion to *imy-ri ziu* early in the reign of Unis.\(^{312}\)

4. *Hufn-"htr* (*-Hufn*) (\[^{313}\]) (PN 1, pp. 429, 14, 526, 18; 2, p. 390). The second of three officials who make offerings at the serdab slot in the west wall of the anteroom, he holds up two pieces of cloth. The title *z£b*,”dignitary,” in front of his face may have been followed by another short title, such as *¡my-r£*, “district administrator,” or a scribal title such as *imy-ri ziu*, *shf ziu*, or simply *zi*, all of which are regularly paired with *z£b*.\(^{314}\) A judiciary title like *try Nfn* would also be a possibility.\(^{315}\)

The sign of the hairy long-legged ram with horizontal horns employed by itself can signify either *b£,* “ram(-god),” or *Ônmw,* “Khnum.” When unaccompanied by phonetic signs, as in the present instance, this can lead to confusion.\(^{316}\)

6. *Sn∂m-¡b* (PN 1, p. 316, 21; 2, p. 388). The fourth figure in the procession of officials on the north wall of the anteroom, he bears the title *flry-tp ßnwt,* “subordinate of the granary.”\(^{317}\) From the papyrus scroll in his hand and writing palette under his arm, he appears also to have been a scribe. The owner of a fragment of a false door from Saqqara is the *flry-tp ßnwt,* and *¡my-r£ zßw ßnwty, Sn∂m.*\(^{318}\) If the last preserved sign of the name was originally followed by a heart-sign, he could be the same individual. Except for *flry-tp ßnwt,* “royal chamberlain,” *flry-qp* is rare as an element in titles.\(^{319}\)

7. *Qr* (PN 1, p. 335, 22). One of a file of offering bearers on the north wall of the anteroom, he is identified as a *¢m-k£.* Ranke gives *Qr* as a variant of *Q¡r* (PN 1, p. 335, 30), but whereas the latter name is attested in the Old Kingdom, Ranke provides only a Middle Kingdom reference for the former. He also saw a connection between both these names and *Q£r* (see above, p. 87 \[^{21}\]), which was presumably based on the sporadic occurrence of the sack or purse in all three names. Any determinative that the name *Qr* in g 2378 may have possessed was lost by 1842–43, however.

8. Name lost. One of three attendants depicted behind Mehi in the spear fishing scene at the rear of the portico, he bore the title *zi ∞ft-¢r.*

9. Name lost. This anonymous *z£b smsw h£yt* strangles a goose on the right of the serdab slot in the west wall of the anteroom.

---

\(^{312}\) Davies, *Ptahhetep* 2, pls. 24, 57.

\(^{313}\) Additional citations: Murnoy, *Index*, pl. 81; PM 3, pp. 119, 123, 126.

\(^{314}\) Above, p. 142, n. 96.

\(^{315}\) PM 3, p. 704 (1578).


\(^{317}\) For this title, see *Teti Cem.* 1, p. 163; Hult, *Boulaouane*, p. 64 and n. 4. For other occurrences, see *Page-Pepe, Paub-Pepw*, pl. 34; Davies, *Paub-Pepw*, pl. 201; *Allik*, p. 75; *Rue de nubt*, pl. 137; *Teti Cem.* 1, pl. 61 [56]; ArchAbousir 3, pp. 900, 906; PM 3, p. 696 (Cleveland 64.107).


\(^{319}\) See PM 3, pp. 930–720, 743–745.